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Abstract

This  document  presents  the  architecture,  design  and  development  of  the  CONFINE 
testbed  software  system.  The  current  document  shows  a  snapshot  of  the  CONFINE 
testbed system after 12 months project duration, before being used by the projects of the 
first open call and consolidating in features and capabilities in a user driven way. 
The  document  explains  the  node  system  developed  for  the  testbed  nodes.  The 
management services,  which integrate the CONFINE nodes to become a testbed,  are 
described.  The services that  enable the usage of  the testbed by researchers and the 
application for user access are described.  Finally, the deliverable informs on the steps 
taken towards the federation of the CONFINE testbed nodes located in the geographically 
dispersed community networks. 
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Executive Summary

This  document  presents  the  architecture,  design  and  development  of  the  CONFINE 
testbed software system done during the first 12 months of the project. 

Designing,  building,  deploying,  managing,  and  making  experimentation  facilities  in  an 
existing community network (CN) available to researchers impose new requirements on 
the design of the architecture for CONFINE testbeds. The document lists and discusses 
these requirements and challenges.  

A requirements analysis covering different aspects of the CONFINE testbed architecture 
was elaborated at the beginning of the project taking into account previously identified 
high-level requirements stemming from the nature of community networks and scenarios 
and use cases provided by a set of experiments that CONFINE testbeds should be able to 
support. 

The overall  architecture  of  a  CONFINE testbed is  presented which  identifies  its  main 
components  and  their  interactions.  The  roles  of  the  testbed  administrator,  node 
administrator  and researchers  are  introduced.  A CONFINE testbed is  characterized to 
consist of at least one CONFINE testbed server and a set of CONFINE testbed nodes 
spread among existing community network nodes in one or several community networks.

Towards the  development  of  the  CONFINE testbed software  system,  an analysis  and 
evaluation of the options of hardware and software for the CONFINE node system was 
carried out. The node architecture describes the CONFINE node consisting of a research 
device used for running experiments that is connected to the community network through 
the  community  device  which  is  part  of  the  community  network.  The  CONFINE  node 
software system that implements the CONFINE node is described. The Virtual Confine 
Testbed (VCT) tool  which allows to  deploy  code in  an emulated CONFINE testbed is 
presented.

Usage  and  management  services  are  developed  to  enable  the  administration  of  a 
CONFINE  testbed  and  to  provide  additional  capabilities  for  experimental  research. 
Ongoing  work  on  the  integration  of  DELP and  OMF  in  the  CONFINE  node  software 
distribution is presented. Towards the future integration of research devices in federated 
community networks, the on-going development of the common node data (nodeDB) is 
presented.

The user access application through which the external researchers manage their slivers, 
slices  and  experiments  in  the  CONFINE  testbed  is  described.  Web-based  and 
programmatic interfaces through a RESTful API are provided.

CONFINE focused in the first  year on the horizontal  federation of CONFINE testbeds, 
aiming  at  bringing  together  the  CONFINE  testbed  nodes  dispersed  in  the  three 
geographically separated community networks of the CONFINE partners. The FEDERICA 
infrastructure was selected to build upon this network federation. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Contents of the deliverable

This  document  presents  the  architecture,  design  and  development  of  the  CONFINE 
testbed  software  system  done  during  the  first  12  months  of  the  project.  In  line  with 
CONFINE's Description of Work, this document comprises the following topics:

• Requirements of the testbed software system

• Overall architecture

• Development of the CONFINE node system which include 

◦ analysis and evaluation of hardware platforms

◦ software option considerations

◦ node architecture

◦ development of node software system

• Development  of  usage  and  management  services  for  the  administration  of  the 
testbed.

• Development  of  the  user  access  application  enabling  researchers  to  carry  out 
experiments in the testbed.

• Approach  and  initial  steps  towards  the  federation  of  CONFINE  testbed  nodes 
located in the geographically dispersed community networks.

• Glossary that defines the terms and expressions used.

1.2. Relationship to other CONFINE deliverables

D2.2  Initial  software  system  for  the  testbed  (nodes,  services):  D2.2  contains  a 
snapshot of the developed software after month 12. The latest version of the software can 
at any time be downloaded from the publicly accessible repositories that CONFINE uses 
for the hosting of the developed software. D2.2 is therefore the implementation of the 
software system described in D2.1.

D3.1 Operation and support guides of the testbed: The CONFINE project deploys its 
testbed  for  community  networks  called  Community-Lab1, which  is  based  on  the 
CONFINE testbed software system developed in WP2 and presented in D2.1. Community-
Lab  integrates  and extends  the  community  networks  that  participate  in  the  CONFINE 
project.  Community-Lab is provided to external researchers to carry out  experimentally 
driven  research  in  community  networks.  D3.1  therefore  describes  the  testbed  that 
instances the CONFINE testbed software system described in D2.1. 

D4.1 Experimental research on testbed for community networks (year1): D4.1 reports 
on experimentally driven research that was carried out to support the development of the 
CONFINE  testbed  software  system.  The  interaction  between  WP2  and  WP4  was 
bidirectional. The development of the testbed required looking at options beyond the limits 
of the current state-of-the-art. Work of WP4 also comprised a review of research topics 

1 http://community-lab.net/
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relevant for community networks in order to identify use cases to be taken into account in  
the architecture  and design of  the  CONFINE testbed software system.  D4.1 therefore 
contains  research  work  that  contributed to  the  development  of  the  CONFINE testbed 
software system.

D5.1  Dissemination,  training,  standardization activities  in  year  1.  This  deliverable 
reports on the interactions the CONFINE project had with different stakeholders in many 
kinds of events.  While on one hand the CONFINE project was communicated to  third  
parties, CONFINE also received valuable external feedback, which also contributed to the 
development of the CONFINE testbed software system reported in D2.1.
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2. Requirements and challenges

Deploying,  managing,  and  using  experimentation  facilities  in  an  existing  community 
network (CN), where ownership and administration of network infrastructure is divided over 
many entities, imposes a set of new challenges and requirements to the design of the 
architecture for CONFINE testbeds. A selection of most important requirements is briefly 
discussed in the following subsections. 

2.1. Distributed node ownership

On one side, and in contrast with existing testbeds (especially indoor ones), the set of  
managers in a CONFINE testbed may not match the set of members that manage the 
nodes and other infrastructure of a CN. On the other side, researchers using the testbed 
may not be part of either set, i.e. they may be completely alien to the CN and its internal 
rules. Thus the testbed must put in place mechanisms that harmonize the three groups of 
people that will be involved in its operation. 

2.2. Lightweight and low cost, free and open source

In order to achieve a widespread deployment of CN nodes supporting Community-Lab and 
other CONFINE testbeds, existing installations must be extended with new components 
which comes with additional equipment acquisition and maintenance cost for  the node 
owners. Therefore, lightweight and low cost solutions with few dependencies and a low 
energy footprint are important to keep expenses as low as possible while supporting the 
variety of hardware (from PCs to embedded boards) with very disparate capabilities that 
can be found in existing CN hardware. 

Reusing  of  generally  accepted  approaches  and  free  and  open  source  software  is 
mandatory to ease reviewing and trust, lower the burden for testing and contribution, and 
to aim for sustainability and acceptance in the free network communities. For the same 
reasons, the CONFINE project offers under the appropriate licence (see deliverable D5.2) 
the  software  and  documentation  needed  to  set  up  by  anybody  their  own  CONFINE 
testbed. 

2.3. System stability

To facilitate the preparation and execution of experiments, researchers should be provided 
with an environment they are familiar with and which allows them to reuse already existing 
implementations and prototypes. Such environment is given by a Linux OS in combination 
with  root  permissions  which  has  evolved  to  a  de-facto  standard  environment  for 
networking experiments. 

On the other hand, from a security point of view, it  must be ensured that experiments 
enabled with root permissions can not affect the testbed nodes where they are running nor  
other  nodes  in  the  CN.  This  can  be  achieved  by  isolating  experiments  on  dedicated 
hardware  or  with  virtualization  techniques.  But,  despite  many  mature  virtualization 
solutions exist for UNIX systems, few of them have been successfully ported to embedded 
hardware which is commonly used in nodes of CNs. 
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2.4. Network stability

Since CONFINE testbeds aim to enable community integrated network experiments, some 
(controlled)  level  of  interaction  between  the  experiments  and  the  main  CN  must  be 
possible. On the other hand, it must be ensured that experiments do not interfere seriously 
with each other nor with the production network. The potential harm of experiments can be 
classified into two types: 

• Resource consumption: It must be ensured that each experiment gets a limited but  
fair share of the available link capacities. Traffic shaping and distributed rate limiting 
techniques can be used here. 

• Conflicting protocol behaviour: Experimentation with key network services (medium 
access control, routing, DNS) and other protocol resources (address, port, channel 
assignments) must be isolated or rigorously controlled. Firewall or software defined 
networking techniques (like VLAN tagging) or even the complete physical isolation 
of link resources are considered depending on the lowest accessed network layer of 
the experiments. 

2.5. Privacy of CN users

While researchers should be conceptually enabled to collect user and network data (for 
statistical  evaluation or  as real-time feedback for  protocols),  privacy regulations of  the 
corresponding CN licenses and peering agreements must be respected. Therefore, the 
CONFINE  node  system  must  provide  convenient  mechanisms  for  traffic  filtering  and 
anonymization of networking data before it is provided to researchers. 

2.6. Management robustness

One of the interesting characteristics for research in real-life CNs is the variety of  link 
setups and stabilities that arise due to the distributed management of the CN infrastructure 
and the objective to provide connectivity even to remote locations at low cost. Often, such 
locations are abandoned by commercial ISPs because of deployment challenges and poor 
revenue perspectives. 

Therefore,  the system in charge of managing the distributed experiments in CONFINE 
enabled nodes must be prepared to deal with connectivity starvation and the spontaneous 
appearance and outage of links and nodes. 

2.7. IP address provisioning

The objective to allow for active experiments on top of existing CN infrastructure as well as 
interaction  with  users  demands  the  provisioning  of  CN  public  IP  addresses  for 
experiments. 

However,  due to  the general  scarcity  of  IPv4 address space,  the  allocation  of  unique 
addresses  for  experiments  is  difficult.  Also,  many  CNs  are  using  their  own  address 
allocation schemes based on the limited private address ranges for internal routing and 
end users. 

This  non-coordinated allocation of  IPv4 addresses is raising another  challenge for  the 
long-term  objective  to  enable  federation  of  CONFINE  testbeds  (like  Community-Lab) 
deployed in different CNs. 
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Relying on IPv6 seems the natural solution to this challenge but we must consider the fact 
that only few existing CNs yet support native IPv6 routing. 

2.8. Compatibility

New  CONFINE  nodes  (serving  as  experimentation  facilities  to  host  distributed 
experiments) must be gradually deployable and integrable into existing and productively 
used CN infrastructure. Therefore, compatibility between CONFINE nodes and existing 
community nodes (community devices) must always be ensured. 

Because nodes in CNs are owned and setup individually and may be based on proprietary 
and closed software systems, no modifications to the original community device firmware 
should be required and only few assumptions should be made on supported features and 
protocols or their concrete implementation in existing community devices. 

Besides  that,  testbeds  should  support  or  at  least  be  neutral  regarding  the  diverse 
connectivity  models  and  link  technologies  used  in  CNs  including  wireless,  wired  and 
optical fiber. 

2.9. Role-specific APIs and usability

The operation,  deployment  and usage of  a  testbed integrated in existing CNs involve 
different roles. In particular, the roles of testbed managers, node owners, and researchers 
have been identified. 

In order to simplify the operations related to each role and prevent misconfigurations due 
to overlapping or missing responsibilities, role-specific APIs and access control should be 
provided. 

Finally,  the tools  and  APIs  provided for  managing and  deploying  a  CONFINE testbed 
should  be as simple  and intuitive as possible (for  each involved role and despite  the 
intrinsic complexity). 
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3. Requirements analysis

A requirements analysis document  covering different  aspects of  the CONFINE testbed 
architecture was elaborated at the beginning of the project taking the following sources 
into account:

1. The  high-level  requirements  listed  in  section  2 stemming  from  the  nature  of 
community networks.

2. A list developed by WP4 describing a set of experiments that CONFINE testbeds 
should  be  able  to  support.  As  indicated  in  section  1.2,  the  analysis  of  these 
experiments  and  the  resulting  requirements  are  detailed  in  deliverable  D4.1 
Experimental research on testbed for community networks (particularly in sections 
1.1  Identification  of  the  Research Roadmap and 1.2  Recommendations  for  the  
Testbed Design and Research Roadmap).

The resulting documents published in the CONFINE Wiki2 cover the following aspects of 
the architecture (together with some environmental requirements):

• Slice description

• Resource allocation

• Slice activation/deactivation

• Slice operation

• Sliver isolation

• Network isolation

• Resource monitoring

• Resource abstraction

• Resource registration

• Add/remove users

• Authentication/authorization

• Experiment execution

Given the amount of information contained in each document, the reader is referred to the 
CONFINE wiki3 for  a detailed reading.  However,  when appropriate,  the content  in this 
deliverable should also specify and describe the relevant requirements.

2 http://wiki.confine-project.eu/requirements:start
3 http://wiki.confine-project.eu/requirements:start
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4. Overall architecture

Figure  1 shows  two  community  networks (CNs)  with  several  community  nodes 
connected to them. These  community nodes are integral parts of a CN and form the 
actual network infrastructure by relaying other nodes' traffic while respecting the rules and 
peering agreements of the CN. The community nodes and the network infrastructure itself 
are managed by community members (depicted as node administrator the person on the 
right). 

Figure   1  : The architecture of a CONFINE testbed.  

In this context, a CONFINE testbed consists of at least one testbed server (or controller) 
and a set of testbed nodes spread among the existing community nodes of one or several 
CNs. The testbed nodes are orchestrated by the testbed servers. 

A CONFINE testbed server is a normal computer which must be directly reachable from 
inside a CN using this network's IP addresses, and usually (but not necessarily) also from 
the  Internet  using  public  IP addresses.  It  is  managed by testbed  administrators (the 
person in the centre of Figure 1) who need not be CN administrators. 

A CONFINE testbed node is a device that plugs behind existing community nodes and 
implements  access  control,  resource  isolation  and  management  capabilities  with  the 
objective to grant external researchers/users a confined acces to the node's processing 
and  network  resources,  while  enforcing  respect  of  the  CN rules.  If  the  testbed  node 
belongs to a community member, he or she must also adhere to the testbed policies and 
conditions.  This  decouples  testbed  management  from  infrastructure  ownership  and 
management. 

Finally,  testbed researchers (the person on the left of  Figure 1) use testbed servers to 
configure their experiments and run them in testbed nodes, possibly with direct interaction. 
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5. Node system  

5.1. Node hardware and node software selection

5.1.1. HARDWARE TESTING FOR OUTDOOR PLATFORMS

5.1.1.1. INTRODUCTION

Community  wireless  networks  have  specific  requirements  for  hardware  used  to  build 
nodes. The community network setting is very different from standard experimental and 
industrial  requirements.  One  of  the  challenges  in  community  based  networks  is  the 
distributed  aspect.  Nodes  are  generally  not  controlled  by  the  community  network 
organization but rather by the individual members. Thus devices are not as accessible for 
coordination  and/or  scheduled  updates  as  they  are  in  research  or  standard  industrial 
settings. 

This poses large challenges for a project like CONFINE, where research devices are to be 
distributed in the community settings. Updating or replacing an already deployed node in a 
community  based  wireless  networks  is  a  daunting  task.  It  involves  scheduling 
appointments  with  node  owners  and  potentially  additional  people  needed  to  get  roof 
access, bringing tools and replacement parts required, traveling to the site of installation 
etc. 

Since  updating  hardware  and/or  basic  software  is  challenging,  the  deployed  platform 
needs  to  be  as  stable  and  low  maintenance  as  possible.  Thus  the  hardware  to  be 
deployed needs to be chosen and tested carefully. Herein we describe the requirements 
for  hardware  to  be  deployed  as  research  devices  in  the  CONFINE project,  the  tests 
performed, hardware tested, results from the hardware tests on different platforms and 
final conclusions.

5.1.1.2. REQUIREMENTS 

Hardware requirements of community based wireless networks and of researchers differ 
largely. While for researchers ease of use and availability are key criteria, stability under 
harsh conditions and avoidance of possible sources of failure are important in community 
based networks.

Other  community  network  requirements  include  avoidance  of  moving  parts  and  good 
behaviour if power is cycled, so cooling has to be passive, achieving in addition, low power 
consumption.

Furthermore, devices in community networks are usually mounted outdoors as close to the 
antennas as possible. For this, special water and UV-proof enclosures are used. These 
enclosures reduce air circulation further – thus the need to operate at high temperatures. 

In CONFINE we try to reconcile the needs of both researchers and community networks. 
Thus, the ideal hardware requirements are listed in Table 1.

 

What Needed Comment

CPU 1Ghz Needed  for 
virtualization/abstraction  and  the 
use of little-optimized experimental 
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What Needed Comment

code

RAM Minimum 256 MB

Mass Storage  – Solid State Avoid moving parts (see below)

Power Consumption <20W

good  power  efficiency 
(perf/Watt,  idle 
consumption)

>  1000  dmips/W
< 10W idle

Form-Factor ~ mini-ITX, possibly smaller The devices need to  be mounted 
outdoors in suitable enclosures.

Cooling Passive Moving  parts  are  a  common 
source  of  device  failures  –  thus 
need to be avoided.

Operating System OpenWrt (Linux)

Architecture x86 x86 architecture is most commonly 
used  and  no  cross-compiling 
toolchains need to be distributed to 
researchers

Temperature Ranges -20°C – 70°C Rooftops  can  be  harsh 
environments in both summer and 
winter – if this spec is not met the 
device  can  only  be  deployed 
indoors

Lan At least 2x

Support  for  Wi-Fi 
modules

3x Alternatively DLEP based devices 
can be used.

Price Less than ~500Eur.

Extra Good  recovery  features, 
minimal  diversity  across 
platforms

Table 1: Hardware requirements of CONFINE research devices.

5.1.1.3. TESTED HARDWARE

Based on the requirements above,  a  set  of  hardware platforms were selected for  the 
hardware tests.  A standard consumer desktop was used for comparison.  The Alix 2D2 
board  was  included  since  this  is  a  board  commonly  used  in  community-based  Wi-Fi 
networks. The reasons for its popularity include the price tag, the size and the durability of  
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the board. It is a fanless board able to withstand the harsh environment of rooftops all year  
round. 

Vendor Board CPU/Chipset Price (Euro)

PC-Engines Alix 2D2 Geode LX ~100

Intel N2800MT Atom N2800 + NM 10 ~90

Commell LE575X AtomN270 + 945GSE ~350

IEI KINO-PV-D5252 AtomD525 + NM10 ~350

Zotac ID81 QM67 + Celeron 857 ~200

Zotac ID61 Celeron 867 ~200

Ibase IB892 Atom E660T+EG20T ~320

Commell LS-378DXT core i7-2670M + QM67 ~280

Table 2: List of hardware platforms tested.

5.1.1.4. PERFORMED TESTS AND RESULTS

Heat and enclosure tests

To reduce losses caused by long cables, community Wi-Fi network nodes are commonly 
mounted  as  close  to  the  antenna  as  possible.  For  this  reason  combined  board  and 
antenna systems – designed for outdoor use – with mast mount became popular in the 
recent years. If external boards are used they are most often mounted at the base of the  
radio mast in an aluminum enclosure. 

Since the testbed device is thought to include Wi-Fi modules and function similar to a 
community node, it has to withstand the conditions which hardware used in community 
networks endures throughout the year. 

The main problem enclosed boards face is heat. During the summer, especially on days 
with little wind, temperature in enclosure boxes can rise above levels where hardware is 
specified  to  work.  Therefore the  range of  boards commonly  used in  community  Wi-Fi 
networks is limited.  It  is crucial  to test  the boards chosen for CONFINE testbeds in a 
similar environment to determine their usability in case of outdoor usage. 

Tests  were  conducted  in  a  standardized  simulated  testing  environment:  Boards  were 
enclosed in a standard aluminum box. This box was then kept in a standardized room 
temperature environment with little to no airflow around the box. To simulate load on the 
chipset a custom script was used (available in the CONFINE project Redmine4). To load 
both CPU and the memory chipset, the script used a specific hdparm test (caching) to load 
the chipset as well as load the script with cat. Since harddisk caching is not done on the 
harddisk itself  anymore but in system memory, testing cache performance with hdparm 
allows loading of the system memory bus. 

The primary goal of this test was to observe temperature trends and whether the boards 
continue functioning for longer time within the conditions. 

4 http://redmine.CONFINE-project.eu/projects/hardware-tests
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Results

Commell LE575X

The Commell LE575X is an Intel  Atom N270 based industrial  board. It  is designed for 
fanless use and comes with 4 gigabit ethernet controllers and two mini-PCI slots capable 
of taking common mini-PCI Wi-Fi modules. According to the spec it will operate between 
-20 to 60 degrees celsius. Based on the requirements for a testbed the Commell LE575x 
was the leading choice.

To test the durability and performance of the Commell le575x in conditions similar to what 
is  experienced  in  community  based  Wi-Fi  networks,  the  board  was  mounted  in  a 
standardized box as described above. Idle CPU and RAM heat up to 68 degree Celsius in 
two hours. If the chipset load is increased as described above, it heats up to ~90 degree 
Celsius within minutes. This causes reproducible reboots of the device. 

These reboots themselves would not be problematic, however every couple of cycles, the 
BIOS loses the settings and refuses to boot without keyboard. To properly start the device 
after such a fatal crash unmounting and maintenance is necessary rendering the board 
unsuitable for use in a standard community-Wi-Fi setting where boards are mounted in 
diverse and sometimes very remote locations – often with non-instant access. 

IEI KINO-PV-D5252

The IEI Kino-PV-D5252 is an Atom D525 based mini-ITX form factor board featuring 1 
mini-PCIe slot for Wi-Fi modules as well as a compact flash adapter – a great advantage 
to avoid hard disks as a moving part. It is designed to be operated fanless in temperature 
ranges from -20 to +60 degree Celsius – according to the product sheet. It would as such 
fit well into the requirements of the testbed.

In  order  to  be used as  the  basis  for  the  CONFINE testbed,  the board  was tested in 
simulated community network conditions.  When placed in a standard mounting box as 
described above and subjected to load, the board overheated in mere minutes, crashing 
and loosing BIOS settings on reboot. Although the board is designed for fanless operation, 
at least one fan seems to be needed to provide the necessary air-flow in operation. The 
latter would defeat the benefits of a fanless board – therefore the board turned out to be 
unusable for the testbed. 

Intel N2800MT

The Intel N2800 MT is an Atom N2800 based mini-ITX formfactor board. It is designed for  
fanless operation and provides 2 PCIexpress slots for wireless cards as well as one gigabit 
Ethernet connector. It is designed to operate in temperature ranges from 0 to 35 degrees 
Celsius (outside of the chassis) and 0 to 55 degrees Celsius (within the chassis). It would  
thus fulfil the requirements for the CONFINE testbed. 

To test whether the N2800MT was suited for outdoor development, it was mounted in a 
standard enclosure as described above. After mounting the board was subjected to chipset 
and CPU load. Fully loaded the board remained stable for more than 15 hours showing 
maximum CPU temperatures of around 70 degree Celsius. The board further was stable 
with additional wireless modules added.

Nevertheless since the board is not speced to work within a 70 degree Celsius and most 
peripherals are not speced for this temperature range, it remains questionable whether the 
setup would be stable over weeks. Long-time tests would be required to determine the 
stability and usability of the boards in the CONFINE testbed.
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Commell LS-379dxt

The Commell  LS-378dxt  is  an Intel  core i7  based mini-ITX formfactor  board.  It  is  not  
fanless  and  core  temperatures  reach  100  degrees  Celsius  when  fanless  and  idle.  It  
provides two mini-PCIe boards. It is designed to operate in temperatures up to 60 degree  
Celsius.  Although it  needs a fan,   this  board was tested as a reference for CPU and 
chipset performance when a non fanless – high performance solution would be needed.

Ibase IB892

The IB892 is an Intel Atom E640 based custom form factor board. It is a board designed 
for automotive use, with a temperature range of -40 - +75 degree Celsius. It features one 
mini-PCIe slot  and one compact flash slot.  Thus it  would fit  the requirements.  A major 
downside of the board is the price: at around 350 Euro per board it is one of the more  
expensive boards.

The  board  proved  to  be  quite  stable  under  load  in  simulated  outdoor  conditions. 
Nevertheless the BIOS does not flawlessly support headless operation. When the display 
is deactivated in BIOS settings, the board refuses to boot. This could not be fixed and thus 
the board was excluded from further tests. Intel Atom E640 boards might be one viable  
option for testbeds. However they are not easily available. 

PC Engines Alix 2D2

The PC-Engines Alix 2D2 is an AMD Geode LX800 based board with a custom form-factor. 
It  features  2  mini-PCI  slots  and a  connector  for  compact  flash storage.  It  is  a  board 
frequently  used in  community  Wi-Fi  networks  and experience  exists  using  this  device 
outdoor. The Geode LX800 is designed to save power and operate fanless – this comes at 
great  costs  for  performance.  Nevertheless,  in  general  community  Wi-Fi  settings  CPU 
performance is not crucial – network throughput and stability are and the Alix 2D2 provides 
both. 

Since Alix boards are commonly deployed in community-based Wi-Fi networks, long term 
data is available on temperature development in outdoor deployments. Board and CPU 
temperatures  usually  show  a  difference  of  more  than  40  degree  Celsius  to  outdoor 
temperatures. The tested Alix 2D2 was stable as expected when deployed and tested in a 
simulated outdoor environment as described above.

Zotac ID81 / ID61

The Zotac  Zbox ID81 and  ID61  are  small-sized  computers  targeted at  the  consumer 
market. They are based on Intel Celeron 857 and Celeron 867 respectively. The boxes are 
not designed for outdoor use and are as such not suited for deployment on rooftops. They  
are however an attractive alternative for creating indoor nodes. Therefore, they were not 
tested for stability in standard community Wi-Fi settings as the previous boards. 

Addtional tests on the Commell LE-575X board were performed by FKIE after Funkfeuer 
Vienna observed  thermal problems and discovered that the board overheats under heavy 
CPU load while mounted outside in hot weather conditions. We report the results of these 
tests in Appendix C - Additional hardware tests.
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We can see that the range of boards designed according to the requirements of outdoor 
usage is  limited.  Further  the  stability  of  the  boards meeting  the  requirements  in  their 
specifications is not satisfying. Hosting a node indoor with virtual devices based on DLEP 
[BR12] is a viable alternative to rooftop nodes. This will ease the requirements and allow a 
wider range of devices. Zotac Zbox ID81 & ID61 are devices well suited for this purpose, 
since they are designed to be non-obtrusive consumer devices – that could be deployed 
within the apartment of community members that have a community device on the roof 
connected to the community network.

5.1.1.5. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Requirements for devices deployed in community-based Wi-Fi networks differ  from the 
requirements  of  researchers.  This  poses  challenges  on  decisions  for  designing  the 
CONFINE  testbed.  Where  researchers  require  CPU  and  memory  performance, 
community-based Wi-Fi networks need stability and fast I/O. 

Devices  deployed  in  community  Wi-Fi  networks  are  hard  to  access  physically  and 
maintained  by  volunteers,  therefore  reducing  administration  time  is  crucial.  For  a 
sustainable testbed deployment, the CONFINE testbed has to seamlessly integrate in the 
existing Wi-Fi networks and deliver similar stability of their nodes under outdoor conditions. 

A large  base of  knowledge  on different  hardware  platforms  exists  around community-
based Wi-Fi networks. Many of them use very similar hardware. Nevertheless due to the 
requirements of community-based Wi-Fi networks, little of the used hardware-platforms 
are based on x86 compatible architecture. This requires special cross-compile toolchains 
and experience with these techniques. Only one x86 compatible board is commonly used 
in community-based Wi-Fi networks: The Alix 2D2. However this board does not provide 
the desired CPU performance for running research testbeds.

We performed extensive research online to find hardware meeting the requirements of 
community-based networks. Only a few boards meeting the requirements are available.  
Although speced for large temperatures, in our tests most of the available hardware turned 
out  not  to  be  stable  in  simulated  outdoor  conditions.  Thus,  the  deployment  of  the 
CONFINE testbed needs to be carefully evaluated. 

Based  on  the  results  of  the  hardware  testing,  there  are  two  possible  routes  for  the 
CONFINE testbed: 1) Either deploy hardware that is known to be stable long time and cut 
CPU performance or 2) deploy hardware with reasonable CPU performance and virtualize 
Wi-Fi interfaces using the DLEP protocol developed in the CONFINE project.

The first  option, deploying hardware with less CPU performance but  known long term 
stability,  will  ensure  a  seamless  integration  into  the  existing  community-based  Wi-Fi 
networks.  It  will  enable  direct  hardware  access  to  Wi-Fi  cards  and  their  properties. 
Nevertheless  CPU intensive experiments  will  not  be  easily  feasible.  This  setup would 
require researchers to optimize their experiments – a time consuming task. 

The  second  option,  virtualizing  Wi-Fi  interfaces  using  DLEP  and  a  combination  of 
hardware, provides good CPU performance but is not designed for outdoor deployment. 
The standard Wi-Fi router endpoints will not enable researchers to perform experiments 
directly influencing every aspect of the Wi-Fi layer. As these experiments might be critical 
from a radio regulations point of view5, the loss is acceptable. 

5 Changing the MAC layer theoretically requires a permit by every national radio regulatory body in every country that  
hosts a testbed.
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Researchers will be able to run network based experiments without needing to optimize 
their experiments for unusual hardware limitations – thus the process of deploying and 
conducting  experiments  in  the  testbed  will  be  more  accessible  resulting  in  more 
successfully finished experiments and more research outcome. As Wi-Fi devices will be 
virtualized using DLEP, they will appear as standard Wi-Fi devices to researchers and for 
most experiments will not appear different from actual Wi-Fi modules in boards. 

Based on the considerations of advantages and disadvantages of different testbed designs 
the second option, deploying testbeds with sufficient CPU performance and virtualizing Wi-
Fi devices using DLEP, is preferable. The disadvantages of deploying hardware platforms 
with  less  CPU  and  chipset  performance  outweigh  the  advantages  of  having  direct 
hardware integration. A further benefit of the second solution is the ease of deployment. 
Since boxes  can be simply  added to  the standard  network  they require  little  effort  to 
transform an  existing  community-based  Wi-Fi  network  node  into  a  CONFINE  testbed 
node.

5.2. Selection of node software and node hardware 

5.2.1. OPENWRT

Having the requirement of  the software to be close to community networks,  OpenWrt6 
[OpenWrt] is the default selection to build upon the CONFINE node software. 

OpenWrt has the advantage of working on a wide range of embedded Linux platforms 
down to community-mesh routers like Linksys devices (with 4/8 Mbyte of flash),  has a 
large software repository and an open development community. Some of the developers of 
CONFINE have contributed to OpenWrt and there is a good contact with some of the main 
developers of OpenWrt. 

Many of the routers used in community  networks can been flashed with OpenWrt,  i.e. 
replacing the manufacturer's proprietary software with an open Linux distribution, which 
opens up the way to customize the features of the device in a community network beyond 
that  provided  in  the  firmware  of  the  device's  manufacturer  and  finally  to  incorporate 
innovations coming from the community. 

5.2.2. ALTERNATIVES TO OPENWRT FOR CONFINE.

Alternative node software used in embedded systems is DDWRT, Sveasoft, Tomato and 
Voyage Linux. Voyage Linux has been installed for some testing, since we found that it is 
used in other wireless testbeds and research experiments. 

In the following, a brief review of the features of these alternative software solutions is 
presented:

DDWRT

DDWRT is  a  successor  of  the original  WRT firmware Linksys had to  release in  2003 
because of using the GPL Linux kernel code in their proprietary firmware. It was known in  
the community for easy installation on Linksys routers and for the nice (but closed-source) 
web interface.

DDWRT is specialized for  routers only,  that means there is no package repository for  
larger software parts. There is an x86 firmware available, but the scope is still limited to 
software that can be installed on routers with 2-8 Mbytes of flash memory.

6 OpenWrt is a Linux distribution for embedded devices.
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The last release tagged as stable was done in July 2008.

Sveasoft

The Sveasoft  distribution is free (as in 'free beer'),  but offers paid support.  There is a 
controversy about if Sveasoft (which is OpenWrt based) is GPL compliant because the 
source code is not easily available for everyone.

Sveasoft is only available for a small number of embedded router platforms, there is no 
x86 firmware available.

Tomato (HyperWRT)

Tomato  is  the  successor  of  HyperWRT.  Similar  to  Sveasoft,  it  is  only  available  for  a 
number of small embedded routers, there is no x86 variant of this distribution.

Voyage Linux

Voyage Linux is a Debian based distribution for embedded Linux platforms. It differs from 
the  other  OpenWrt  alternatives  because  it  needs  at  least  128  Mbyte  of  flash.  The 
advantage of this distribution is that CONFINE could use a normal Debian packet system, 
but the distribution is too large for common community-mesh router hardware.

In practical terms, Voyage Linux was occasionally used for routers in guifi.net. In wireless 
testbeds and research papers on testbed experiments Voyage Linux is sometimes used. 
These  testbeds  and  the  experimental  research,  however,  are  not  in  the  context  of 
community  networks,  and  the  objectives  appeared  to  be  different  to  the  scope  of 
CONFINE. Voyage Linux did not convince of being suitable for a long-term project with the 
openness and flexibility of CONFINE.  

Recommendation

There are two options for the CONFINE project in terms of Linux distributions.

If CONFINE wants to use a distribution that is also available on small embedded platforms 
(with less than 128 MB flash), OpenWrt should be used. Other firmwares for this platforms 
are either not distributing their full source code or are not available on x86.

The second option for CONFINE would be to drop the compatibility to small embedded 
platforms and use a full Debian based distribution. This might simplify some development 
on our planned Intel Atom based hardware platform, but will  increase the complexity of 
using some of our tools on the typical community-mesh router hardware.

5.3. Node architecture

This section describes the architecture of CONFINE nodes that complements the general 
testbed architecture  introduced in  Chapter  4 Overall  architecture.  The described node 
architecture consists mainly of a device7 used for running experiments, connected to the 
community network (CN) by another device which is part of the CN. In contrast with a 
boundary host, this last device can relay other CN traffic not related with CONFINE. 

This design intends to facilitate the addition of CONFINE nodes in any location of a CN by 
connecting additional devices to existing CN ones with minimum or no CONFINE-specific 
changes to their configuration. At the same time, it provides researchers with familiar Linux 
environments with  root  access and  rich connectivity options  (see section  5.3.2 below) 
including: 

• Simple NAT access (like that of most home computers). 

7 Here we use a PlanetLab-like terminology in contrast with the common node DB terminology where a node is a location  
consisting of several devices. 
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• Public CN addresses (to serve incoming connections). 

• Full L2 access to VLAN-tagged networks (to implement routing experiments).

• CN traffic sniffing (with anonymization). 

• Raw L1 access (under certain conditions). 

Figure  2 shows a diagram of the CONFINE node architecture explained in the following 
sections.

Figure   2  : The architecture of a CONFINE node  

5.3.1. COMMUNITY, RESEARCH AND RECOVERY DEVICES

A CONFINE node (node) consists of a research device (RD) using a community device 
(CD) and an optional recovery device. This separation tries to preserve the stability of the 
CD (and thus of the CN) and is most compatible with any firmware it may run. All these 
devices  are  linked  by  a  wired  local  network (LN),  possibly  shared  with  other  non-
CONFINE devices like CN clients using the CD as a gateway. For the values of addresses 
mentioned below, see the address scheme in the appendixes. 
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5.3.1.1. THE COMMUNITY DEVICE

The CD is a completely normal community  network device running whatever  firmware 
required for it.  It  has at least two different network interfaces:  a wired or wireless one 
connecting to the CN (a community interface with a community address) and a wired 
one to the LN (the gateway interface with its gateway address). It can act as a simple 
gateway for hosts connected to the LN, some of them with fixed addresses not assigned to 
other devices via DHCP or similar. This allows the use of a uniform address scheme (see 
the appendices) for CONFINE elements in the node. 

The  node  is  accessed  by  testbed  servers,  administrators  and  researchers  via  the 
community interfaces of the CD, although node administration may occasionally proceed 
directly through the LN. 

5.3.1.2. THE RESEARCH DEVICE

The RD is a relatively powerful8 device running a  custom firmware (based on OpenWrt 
[OpenWrt])  provided by  CONFINE which allows  simultaneously  running several  slivers 
implemented  as  Linux  containers  [LXC].  Slivers  have  limited  access  to  the  device's 
resources  and  to  one  another,  thus  ensuring  slice  and  network  isolation.  This  is 
guaranteed by the control software run in the RD through tools like ebtables, arptables, 
iptables, tc, Open vSwitch… 

The RD implements an internal bridge. The internal address of the RD in this bridge is 
the same in all testbed nodes and it belongs to a private network which does not clash with 
CN or LN addresses. The RD offers some basic sliver services (see section 5.3.3 below) 
on the internal address, including NAT gateway access to the CN. 

The  RD also  implements  a  local  bridge which  connects  to  the  LN  through  a  wired 
interface (the local interface). The bridge is used for simple network layer access to the 
CN through the CD's gateway address, and the local address of the RD in it in the bridge 
is fixed and used for testbed management and remote administration. For easy RD setup 
and local administration, the local interface may also have a  recovery address that is 
easily predictable or the same in all testbed nodes and that belongs to a private network 
which does not clash with CN or LN addresses (nor those of the internal bridge). A debug 
address which is also private and easily predictable can be used to access different RDs 
in the same local network for debugging purposes. 

The RD may have additional  direct interfaces,  each one connected to its own  direct 
bridge.  These interfaces may be connected to  the  CN at  the link  layer  and used for 
experiments below the network level (see section 5.3.2 below). 

All the aforementioned bridges are managed by the control software in order to ensure 
network isolation between slices (i.e. between slivers running in the RD) as mentioned 
above, and to keep CN stability and privacy. 

5.3.1.3. THE RECOVERY DEVICE

The node may include some simple recovery device whose purpose is to force reboot of 
the RD in case of malfunction using some direct hardware mechanism which must be 
supported by both devices (like a GPIO port connected to the power supply of the RD),  
thus avoiding the need for physical presence for rebooting devices in places with difficult 
access. 

The recovery device may get remote instructions from the CN (via the LN) or via different 
sensors, preferably based on wide-range technologies suffering from low interference and 

8 Powerful  in  comparison  with  the  typical  embedded  device  used  as  the  CD.  For  instance,  an  Alix 
(http://pcengines.ch/alix.htm)  or  Commel  (http://www.commell.com.tw/product/sbc.htm)  board  with  enough  RAM  and 
storage can be used.
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differing from those used by the CN (like ham radio signals, GSM calls or SMS). It may 
also receive a  heartbeat signal kept by control software via some direct link like a serial 
line; when the recovery device misses a number of heartbeats, it reboots the RD. 

A more advanced version of this device may help the RD boot some recovery environment 
(e.g. via PXE) or collaborate in some techniques for safe device upgrade and recovery9 to 
allow restoring its firmware to a known state. 

5.3.2. NODE AND SLIVER CONNECTIVITY

The LN may use public or private addresses (from the perspective of the CN). In the latter 
case, the CD forwards the necessary ports from one of its community addresses to the 
local addresses of the research and recovery devices for them to be reachable from the 
CN. In any case, the addresses of the relevant devices in the node's LN are fixed and no 
routing protocol software is needed (i.e. static configuration or DHCP is enough). Hosts in 
the LN simply use the CD's gateway address to reach the CN. 

The connectivity of a sliver is determined by the network interfaces it supports, which are 
requested by the researcher at sliver definition time and depend on the interfaces provided 
by the RD and their features. Default routing configuration is explicitly controlled by the 
researcher  to  avoid  traffic  unexpectedly  flowing  through  unwanted  interfaces.  For  the 
values of addresses mentioned below, see the address scheme in the appendixes. 

Every sliver has a private interface and address whose host side veth interface is placed 
in  the  internal  bridge.  The  address  is  automatically  assigned  from  the  RD's  private 
network, thus allowing access to the RD's internal address and services (see section 5.3.3 
below). The researcher may choose to use the latter address as the default gateway, in 
which  case traffic  is  routed  by  the  RD through the  local  bridge to  the  CD's  gateway 
address after performing NAT. This allows  client access to the CN but not connections 
from the CN to the sliver (similar to a home computer behind a NAT gateway on the 
Internet)  nor  traffic  between  slivers.  Thus  the  sliver  is  ensured  that  there  will  be  no 
incoming connections on that interface, obviating the need for firewalls or access control. 

Sliver container 1 in Figure 2 only has a private interface in the internal bridge. 

If the RD has been allocated some public addresses, the researcher may request a public 
interface and address whose host side veth interface will be placed in the local bridge, 
thus allowing access to the LN. The address is automatically assigned from the RD's pool  
of public addresses, and the researcher may choose to use the CD's gateway address as 
the  default  gateway.  This  allows  connections  from the  CN to  the  sliver (similar  to  a 
computer directly connected to the Internet through a normal gateway). 

Sliver container 2 in Figure 2 has a public interface in the local bridge. 

If the RD has a direct interface, the researcher may request a passive interface (with no 
network address) whose host side veth interface is placed in the associated direct bridge,  
thus allowing direct access to the CN. Permission is granted only for traffic capture on the 
passive interface, which is anonymised by control software (e.g. an OpenFlow controller 
[OpenFlow] on an Open vSwitch-based bridge [OvS]). This allows CN traffic analysis while 
respecting privacy. 

Sliver containers 3 and 5 in Figure 2 have passive interfaces in direct bridge X. 

If the RD has a direct interface, the researcher may request an isolated interface (with no 
pre-assigned network address), i.e. a VLAN interface on the associated direct bridge using 
one of the VLAN tags allocated to the slice at creation time.  Any kind of traffic can be  

9 As commented in this presentation:
https://archive.fosdem.org/2012/schedule/event/safe_upgrade_of_embedded_systems.html
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transmitted and captured on such an interface at the cost of being isolated from the CN at 
the link layer and delivered only to neighbouring slivers of the same slice. This allows 
experimentation with network layer protocols and addresses (e.g. routing experiments) to 
operate safely on groups of nearby located CONFINE nodes. 

Sliver container 4 in Figure 2 has an isolated interface on direct bridge X. 

If the RD has a direct interface, the researcher may request raw access to the interface's 
network device. The raw interface is moved into the sliver container and the associated 
direct bridge is disabled while the sliver is running. Since the sliver has full physical control 
on the network device,  network isolation can not  be guaranteed,  so  only that  sliver is 
allowed to run in the RD. Moreover, this access can disrupt CN operation and privacy, so it 
should only be allowed under very particular circumstances (e.g. out of reach of the CN). 

Sliver container 5 in Figure 2 owns the RD's direct interface Y. 

Besides the included private interface, a sliver (like #5 in Figure 2) may be granted several 
interfaces using the local bridge or any direct bridge, e.g. a sliver may support a private 
interface, two public ones, a passive interface in direct bridge X, and an isolated interface 
on bridge X. Conversely, the local bridge or a direct bridge may provide several slivers with 
shared  access  to  the  same  interface  (like  direct  bridge  X  in  Figure  2).  Also,  node 
administrators may set limits on the number of interfaces requested for a sliver globally or 
per bridge (e.g. to avoid running out of public addresses). 

The setup of a sliver's networking is accomplished by populating its image with appropriate 
configuration files for the static setup of interfaces, routes, DNS domain and servers… 
(e.g. in a Debian-based sliver this implies writing the  /etc/network/interfaces file). Static 
configuration allows testbed servers to know the addresses of a sliver a priori so they can 
be propagated to other slivers in the same slice before starting it. It can also be helpful in  
the configuration of routing, filtering and traffic control rules in the RD. 

5.3.3. SLIVER SERVICES

The RD offers on its internal  address some basic services which become available to 
slivers  through their  private  interfaces.  This  setup intends to  relieve  researchers  from 
configuring  those  services  themselves  while  providing  some  features  tailored  for 
CONFINE slivers (some of which are not feasible at the sliver level), all in a trivial and 
reliable manner by accessing an address which is always the same on an interface which  
is always available and closed to external access. Factoring services out of the slivers also 
saves resources, minimises the changes of breakage by accidental misconfiguration on 
the sliver and relieves developers from having to configure them in each sliver template. 
Please note that none of these services is mandatory for any sliver. 

Some examples of sliver services, in no particular order, are: 

• DNS: The RD acts as a name server, possibly with additional domains for internal 
slice use (like a top-level slice or sliceNNNN domain). 

• SMTP: The RD acts as a mail gateway, possibly rewriting mail addresses for easy 
sliver  identification  (e.g.  root@localhost in  the  sliver  becomes 
sliceNNNN+nodeNNNN@my-CONFINE-testbed.net when sent to the outside). 

• A NAT gateway for slivers needing basic client-only connectivity to the network. 

• DHCP, which can be used by a sliver that has lost its network configuration as a last 
resort to regain minimum (NAT) connectivity to the network. Please note that normal 
network setup during sliver boot uses statically generated configuration files, which 
provide more flexibility than DHCP. 
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• DLEP (see section 6.6) is a working draft by the IETF for a protocol which provides 

link  quality  and  speed  information  from  network  devices  via  IP-based 
communication.  Slivers  may  use  DLEP  to  access  information  about  the  RD's 
interfaces with no need for raw access. This should ease the deployment of routing 
experiments using cross-layer information. 

• Other  CONFINE-specific  services,  e.g.  for  querying  the  testbed  about  slice 
parameters (e.g. list participating nodes or slivers' public addresses), controlling the 
slice  (e.g.  stopping  all  slivers)  or  running  privileged  operations  in  the  RD (like 
PlanetLab's vSys [vSys]). 

5.3.4. OUT-OF-BAND ACCESS TO SLIVERS

Regardless of whether a slice has network access at a given moment, a researcher can 
access any of its slivers through the RD's local address, e.g. at some SSH port (possibly  
forwarded  via  one  of  the  CD's  community  addresses)  giving  access  to  the  sliver's 
console10, terminal or SSH server. That connection or a similar one allows the researcher  
to retrieve files from the sliver (e.g. using SCP) to collect experiment results. 

For  more  information  on  this  method  of  interaction  with  slivers  see  the  out-of-band 
access11. 

5.3.5. ALTERNATIVE NODE ARRANGEMENTS

This  architecture  also  allows  running  the  community  device  inside  the  RD  as  a 
community container (CC) thus saving on hardware at the price of stability. In this case 
each community interface is considered a direct interface in the RD, and the CC has a 
veth interface placed in its associated bridge12. The gateway interface of the CC is a veth 
interface placed in the local bridge, and the RD's local interface can be kept for wired node 
administration and for other non-CONFINE devices. The CC has few restrictions on the 
local  and  direct  interfaces  while  slivers  can  still  access  them  via  passive  or  isolated 
interfaces (but not as raw interfaces). The CC may manage several direct interfaces in this 
way. 

When the CD is a host with virtualisation capabilities and enough memory, this architecture 
opens yet another possibility: running the RD inside the CD as a virtual research device. 
The RD becomes a KVM [KVM] in the CD and direct  interfaces (which are physically 
plugged into the CD but not used by it) are logically moved into the VM for its exclusive 
use.  The  CD places  its  gateway  interface  into  a  bridge  together  with  the  RD's  local 
interface. This setup does also reduce the number of physical devices, but it is capable of  
better keeping the stability of the CD, even in the case of node firmware update. Some 
nodes in Funkfeuer are already using these KVM virtualised RDs13 successfully. 

5.3.6. CONCLUSIONS

The CONFINE node architecture has the advantage of keeping the community side of 
CONFINE nodes stable while providing the research side with a great deal of flexibility  
regarding how slivers connect to the network. Research devices can have as few as one 
wired interface or as many interfaces as desired, and tests can be reasonably carried out  
using only research devices on a wired local network. The design also includes the option 
10 Similar to Linode's Lish: http://library.linode.com/troubleshooting/using-lish-the-linode-shell
11 Out-of-band remote access to CONFINE slivers: http://wiki.confine-project.eu/soft:oob-access-slivers
12 Since the  CC may lack full  access to  the community  interface,  CD firmware  used for  the  CC may need some 
adaptations like leaving link layer configuration to the RD, which may make some firmwares (esp. proprietary ones) not 
amenable to conversion into a CC.
13 KVM virtualized RD's for Boxes with hardware virtualization:
http://wiki.confine-project.eu/testbeds:austria:kvm
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to force remote reboot and recovery of the research device for nodes with specially difficult  
access. This architecture is also flexible enough to allow alternative node arrangements 
which can help reducing hardware costs under certain circumstances. 

5.4. Development of node software

The current release of the CONFINE Node System (CNS) for RDs has been developed on 
top of the upcoming “Attitude Adjustment” release from OpenWrt [OpenWrt]. The decision 
to base our work on the current developer branch (trunk) of OpenWrt was a trade off 
between the  requirement  to  provide up-to-date  implementations for  quite  a number  of 
relatively new Linux networking and virtualization technologies and the lack of maturity that 
comes with development branches.

As  explained in section  5.3.1, the default firmware of off-the-shelf  community devices 
allows the most usual wireless modes and the required configuration for the community 
device to interact with the research device. In the CD we deployed, however, we have 
installed the open OpenWrt-based firmware called qMp [qMp], which allows us to control 
and customize better the community device compared to the default software solutions 
offered by the device manufacturer.     

5.4.1.CONFINE NODE SW SYSTEM  

5.4.1.1. REUSAGE OF COMMON LINUX TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY

To meet the requirements defined in section  2, state-of-the-art and common Unix/Linux 
networking virtualisation tools and concepts have been identified as needed and integrated 
into the CONFINE Node software System (CNS). If needed, specific tools where ported to 
OpenWrt such as LXC support as described below. 

Linux containers (  LXC  ) for isolation and virtualization of sliver systems  

The abstract concept of a sliver is realized via virtualisation. To provide researchers with a 
common experimentation environment we decided to use Linux Container (LXC [LXC]) as 
a very light-weight virtualisation solution. 

The advantages of LXC are given by its native support through the Linux kernel, its relative 
maturity and flexibility particularly for controlling and monitoring container processes from 
the host system, and its lightweight nature resulting from the fact that container isolation is 
achieved via contextualization and separation of system namespaces that are executed on 
top of the host's kernel. 

Alternative virtualisation solutions for Linux have been considered and evaluated such as 
KVM/Qemu, openVZ, UML, Linux-VServer,  VMware,  virtualbox, or libvirt  but  eventually 
discarded for one of the following reasons:

• Scalability: KVM/Qemu, UML, VMware and virtualbox are full virtualisations that include 
the instantiation of independent kernels per virtual host at the cost of a high memory and 
CPU footprint

• Lack of maturity and high complexity: Llibvirt, although considered the upcoming de-fact  
virtualisation library for Linux seemed (at least during the phase of evaluation) still in its 
infantile,  lacked  comprehensive  documentation,  comes  with  frequent  changes,  and 
introduces many dependencies to other system libraries.

• Incomplete native kernel support: Linux-VServer, VMware

• Expected end-of-live cycle: OpenVZ
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Implementing sliver system as LXC containers allows us to grant researchers root access 
to an OpenWrt or Debian guest system (the sliver), but running completely under control of  
the  CONFINE  RD  host  system.  Unfortunately,  none  of  the  mentioned  virtualisation 
solutions is currently supported by OpenWrt. Therefore, LXC user-space tools have been 
ported to  OpenWrt  as a  new package and are  used by the  CNS to  control  the  LXC 
container  internally.  This  sliver  environment  given by the  container  OS can be further 
extended by the researcher with additional tools,  data, and init  scripts to automatically 
execute the processes that define experiments. 

Linux   cgroups   for ensuring local sliver Isolation  

To ensure that experiments can not disrupt local services running in the same node or 
even the same hardware, it must be ensured that node-local system resource consumed 
by slivers remain within limits so that the host system and other active slivers in a node 
have a reasonable share.  This aspect is essentially related to memory, CPU, I/O interrupt, 
and disk usage and is controlled with resource management concepts of Linux/LXC aka 
“process control groups (cgroups)”14 and by configuring slivers with conservative default 
values via its LXC container configuration.

Linux   TC   and   Qdisc   tools for controlling sliver network load  

Network bandwidth  consumption of  slivers shall  not  disrupt  the production network by 
overloading the CN infrastructure with experimental traffic. This is achieved with common 
traffic shaping tools  such as tc  and qdisc and by configuring slivers with conservative 
default maximum rates.                                                                                     

VLAN   tagging and   Linux firewall tools   to ensure network isolation  

Network access of slivers shall not disrupt CN services by violating protocol agreements 
and usage of assigned numbers. Depending on lowest accessed (experimentally used) 
network layers different kind of interfaces are foreseen by our architecture to allow the 
coexistence of experimental and CN traffic over the shared network infrastructure. Three 
different cases are considered:

• Usage of public interface is foreseen for transport and higher-layer experiments, 
thus require that lower protocol agreements are redeemed. In particular, only IPv4 
and IPv6 packets, sliver-granted (MAC and IP addresses, and white-listed source 
and destination ports are allowed to leave the sliver via these interfaces. This is  
achieved with ebtables rules filtering outgoing interface traffic from slivers based on 
MAC, IP, and port numbers depending on a preconfigured white list that can be 
dynamically extended as requested by researchers. 

• Isolated interfaces allow a researcher to  do any kind of  network (OSI  Layer  3) 
experiments  without  respecting  protocol  and  assigned  number  agreements. 
Therefore  all  transmitted  data  will  be  VLAN  tagged  (thus  encapsulated)  and 
delivered only to neighbouring slivers of the same slice. 

• Layer 1 and below experiments are only possible via raw interfaces. These types of 
interfaces (if available) are exclusively allocated to a particular sliver and foreseen 
only for physically separated environment where transmissions can not  interfere 
with  CN  links.  Due  to  the  management  complexity  of  ensuring  the  physical 
separation of such experiments, the support for such Layer 1 experiments has been 
postponed for future releases and iterations of the CNS.

14 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cgroups
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• Passive interfaces allow researchers to capture in real-time traffic data from the CN. 

The challenge to support this lies in the difficulty to filter and anonymize in real-time 
the raw data of a physical interface and forward it to a sliver interface. No currently 
existing  tools  have  been  found  to  support  this  task.  Some  preliminary 
considerations for the development of such tool have been collected but left as an 
exercise for a future release of the CNS.

Tinc     for providing the management overlay network  

Management access to nodes and slivers is provided via the IPv6 overlay network which 
has been realized with the tinc VPN software. The configuration of the software is applied 
as part of the CONFINE_node_enable function described below.

5.4.1.2. INTEGRATION IN OPENWRT SYSTEM

CNS is based on the upcoming “Attitude Adjustment” release from OpenWrt. The decision 
to base our work on the current developer branch (trunk) of OpenWrt was a trade off 
between the  requirement  to  provide up-to-date  implementations for  quite  a number  of 
relatively new Linux networking and virtualisation technologies and the lack of maturity that 
comes with development branches. On 5th September 2012 OpenWrt announced the first  
beta release of Attitude Adjustment with an expected final release for the end of the year.  
This branch also solves many bugs, shortcomings, and performance problems that have 
been  identified  in  previous  releases  and  that  could  not  be  easily  fixed  in  the  related 
branches or without introducing comprehensive rewrites.

The  CNS  is  provided  via  one  core  and  one  optional  OpenWrt  package  that  can  be 
selected  via  the  common  OpenWrt  configuration  method  (make  menuconfig).  One 
requirement for enabling the packages is the previous activation of LXC specific kernel 
features which can also be selected via the standard OpenWrt configuration. 

The  optional  CNS  package  is  called  CONFINE-recommended  and  is  in  fact  a  meta 
package selecting various further OpenWrt packages that are useful but not mandatory for 
operating a CONFINE RD. The selected tools are focusing on administration, monitoring, 
debugging, and developing purposes. The selection of this package results in much larger 
firmware sizes and thus makes it incompatible with for hardware with small flash storage. 

The core OpenWrt CNS package is called CONFINE-system. It implements all sliver and 
node management functionality, APIs, and data structures for maintaining internal state as 
described in the following paragraphs. The package also defines dependencies to other 
tools and libraries needed for the execution of management functions. They are defined in 
the package Makefile and include the selection of LXC, tinc, openSSL, tc, ebtables, and 
other packages and kernel modules.

OpenWrt uses UCI (unified configuration interface) as backend for managing configuration 
of networking and other system services, typically in uci-files located in /etc/config/. The 
following list summarizes system and network components controlled by the CNS system.

Node management:

• Network (/etc/config/network)
• IPv4 and IPv6 recovery addresses
• Internal bridge
• Local bridge 
• Direct Interfaces

• IPv6 management network via tinc (/etc/tinc/)
• Key management
• tinc daemon control
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• SSH access (/etc/dropbear/authorized_keys)
• /etc/config/CONFINE (node id, ssh access)
• /etc/config/system (hostname, timeservers,…)
• /etc/config/CONFINE-defaults (low-level implementation defaults)

Slice and sliver management:

• Sliver resource allocation (LXC container, namespaces, IP addresses,…)
• Sliver isolation (container setup)

• LXC /etc/config/lxc
• Sliver network integration

• Internal, local, isolated interfaces
• Sliver file system setup

• setup template root filesystem
• customize sliver init scripts with sliver-specific attributes (network, hostname, 

ssh access TBD)
• provide slice attributes to sliver processes (/root/CONFINE/{bash|uci}/sliver-

attributes
• start, stop, destroy slivers

Further  details  about  node  and  RD  management  and  related  configurations  are 
documented in our project Wiki15.

The  sources  of  the  CNS  and  its  OpenWrt  packages  can  be  retrieved  from  our  git  
repositories16.  Alternatively,  pre-compiled  firmware  images  of  latest  CNS  revisions  for 
different hardware types can also be downloaded17 and flashed directly onto a target RD 
device.

5.4.1.3. MANAGEMENT BACKEND AND API

To allow the concurrent work on system design and implementation, thus allow to quickly 
starting on the implementation without depending on a final design, the development was 
split into two main cycles.  The objective of the first cycle was to achieve a first proof-of-
concept implementation to test the proper functioning and integration of selected tools and 
technologies and allow for a preliminary deployment of nodes and experiments. This first 
iteration  is  referred  as  “A-Hack”  and  implements  node  internal  data  structures  and 
functions for executing node and experiments management tasks. The outcome of this first 
development cycle are reused as backend functions in the following cycle which is referred 
to as “Bare bones” once the full node design and management API has been completed.

Node and sliver management functions

The  following  set  of  functions  are  implemented  as  bash  scripts,  allowing  for  remote 
invocation and testing (via SSH and the CONFINE management network) from a central 
server of the testbed. 

The node-management functions  CONFINE_node_enable/disable can be used at any 
time  to  cleanly  activate  or  deactivate  the  participation  of  the  RD in  the  testbed.  The 
function  reads  node  and  testbed  specific  configuration  from /etc/config/CONFINE  and 
/etc/config/CONFINE-defaults for setting up the following services:

• the hostname
• ssh public keys
• the tinc management network

15 http://wiki.CONFINE-project.eu/soft:node-system-a-hack#node_research_device_rd_management
16 http://redmine.CONFINE-project.eu
17 http://images.CONFINE-project.eu
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• the local bridge (br-local), it's IP addresses, and connects it to the public interfaces
• the internal bridge (br-internal), it's IP addresses and network address translation 

(NAT) for routed traffic via the public interface
• a dummy LXC container for testing sliver functionality and probing DHCP leases 

from the CD for later sliver IP address allocations
CONFINE_sliver_allocate is used to allocate the resources (like local namespaces, IP 
addresses, storage) on a RD that are necessary to execute an experiment. The function 
requires a sliver description in UCI syntax specifying the required interfaces, addresses 
and  OS  type.  On  success,  it  returns  precise  information  about  the  allocated  sliver 
attributes. The attributes of all slivers of a slice can be collected by the server, researcher,  
or other services for later summarisation and provisioning as slice attributes during the 
deployment of each sliver. Thereby, each sliver can access to the sliver attributes (e.g. IP 
addresses) of all other slivers in its slice before it is started.

CONFINE_sliver_deploy is used to set up the sliver environment in a RD. Therefore a 
Linux container and root file system is created and customized according to RD, slice, and 
sliver specific attributes. The function requires the slice attributes in UCI syntax as input.

CONFINE_sliver_start/stop/remove can be used to  start,  stop,  and remove the LXC 
container  related  to  a  given  sliver  (in  the  RD where  the  command  is  invoked).  The 
CONFINE_sliver_start function includes the following tasks:

• creation of VETH interface peers for a slivers internal and local interfaces. The one 
side of this veth peer is connected to the corresponding local or internal bridge while 
the other side is to be linked into the subsequentially booted LXC container.

• Installation of ebtables, tc, and qdisc rules to ensure network isolation
• booting the related LXC container
• set up of cgroups to control resources consumed by the container
• setup of management routes to enable IPv6 access to slivers.

The CONFINE_sliver_remove function does also release all allocated resources reserved 
for that sliver. 

Node Management APIs

All  node management functions and uci  configuration repositories can be executed or 
accessed directly via SSH remote procedure calls and the IPv6 management network. 
This way a push-oriented approach is provided that  allows a central  server  to directly  
control the experiments on each RD. Examples for these procedures are documented in 
the CONFINE wiki as a “Three-Step Sliver Deployment Example”18.

The RESTfull  management  of  nodes and experiments,  as  described in  the  CONFINE 
Wiki19 and currently developed, is as follows: A CONFINE node daemon polls periodically 
the central server for configuration changes. The retrieved configuration is compared with 
the  locally  cached  configurations  and  if  different  and  local  resources  allow it,  applied 
locally. The success of an updated configuration and its current state is published by the 
CONFINE node daemon and via a RESTfull CONFINE API provided by the node.

5.4.1.4. OPEN ISSUES

A  number  of  features  foreseen  by  the  CONFINE  node  architecture  and  system 
requirements related to the performance, security, and stability of the CONFINE testbed 
could not be fully solved yet due to the limited amount of time available during this first 

18 http://wiki.CONFINE-project.eu/soft:node-system-a-hack#three-step_sliver_deployment_example
19 https://wiki.CONFINE-project.eu/arch:rest-api
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year of the CONFINE testbed and the lack of feedback we are expecting from external  
users of the testbed in the following years.

Several interface types foreseen by the node architecture to allow low-level and passive 
experiments are not yet implemented. This includes 

• Raw  interface  support  (due  to  open  policy  and  management  questions  and 
implementation challenges for restricting raw interface access to researchers)

• Layer  2  experiments  are  considered  by  supporting  the  OpenFlow  standard 
[OpenFlow] and other Software-Defined Networking (SDN) possibilities enabled via 
the Open vSwitch [OvS] implementation by allowing researchers the registration of  
a switch controller. Therefore Open vSwitch has been ported to OpenWrt but further 
investigations and development efforts are needed to clarify the management and 
integration of this architecture into the CNS.

• Passive interfaces support (due to the difficulty of real-time traffic anonymisation)

Related to performance, security, and stability the following open issues remain:

• Several reports on the security of LXC have documented still existing shortcomings 
of the LXC implementation that allow compromising the host system from inside a 
container.  Exploiting such options,  a  researcher  of  the  CONFINE testbed could 
theoretically acquire  root  access to  a RD and compromise the stability of  other 
experiments running in the affected RD and overload the CN infrastructure with 
traffic. 

• The performance and stability of the CNS shall be further improved based on the 
feedback we expect from external users and researchers in the second year of the 
CONFINE project.

5.4.2.VIRTUAL CONFINE TESTBED (VCT)  

An Integrated Development, Testing and Demonstration Environment

The Virtual CONFINE Testbed (VCT) provides an environment to quickly create and test a 
virtual network of CONFINE nodes with the following objectives: 

• becoming familiar with CONFINE-dist and CNS
• test and facilitate development of software and components
• emulate virtual topologies
• prepare and virtually execute and test experiments
• extend real CONFINE network (testbed) with emulated nodes.

The VCT environment comes as a set of scripts located in the /utils/vct directory of the 
CONFINE-distro. 

5.4.2.1. COMPONENTS AND INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE

VCT emulates  all  components  of  a  real  CONFINE testbed by  virtualising an arbitrary 
number  of  RDs  and  connecting  them via  a  local  bridge.  The  virtualisation  of  RDs  is  
achieved by executing exactly the same firmware images (containing the CNS for x86 
based hardware) provided for real x86 based RDs inside KVM/Qemu virtual hosts that are 
managed via the libvirt library. The virtual RDs are linked with their local interface to a local  
bridge  (vct-local)  on  the  system  hosting  the  VCT  environment.  Further  bridges  are 
instantiated to emulate direct links between nodes (vct-direct-01, vct-direct-02, …). The 
VCT  install  and  init  scripts  also  allow  the  configuration  and  availability  of  CONFINE 
specific services via the vct-local bridge such as a DHCP server (usually provided via the 
connected CD), or the tinc server daemon. 
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By connecting  the  vct-local  bridge to  a  real  interface  it  is  possible  to  test  interaction 
between  virtual  and  real  CONFINE  nodes  (RDs).  This  way  VCT  can  also  assist  in 
managing real and physically deployed nodes and experiments.

The  following  configuration  files  exist  to  specify  testbed  and  experiments  specific 
parameters:

• vct.conf provides default values for all VCT parameters

• vct.conf.overrides shall be used for local adaptions and to define experiments

• vct.nodes.local allows the specification of MAC and IP addresses of real nodes that 
shall be managed via VCT functions.

The following functions exist to install VCT and manage and monitor virtual networks and 
experiments

General VCT functions:

• vct_help: quick overview of existing functions and arguments syntax

• vct_system_install: assists in installing VCT system

• vct_system_init:  initializes  a  previously  installed  VCT  system.  Creates  bridges, 
configures IP addresses, and sets up local services (tincd, DHCP, NAT,...)

• vct_system_cleanup: cleans up a previously initialized VCT system

Node management functions:

• vct_node_info: provides info of existing and active nodes

• vct_node_create/start/stop/remove: can be used to create, start,  stop, or remove 
node(s) with the given node id(s)

• vct_node_customize:  customizes  and  activates  a  newly  created  node  for 
participation  as  a  RD in  VCT by  configuring  it  with  node  and  testbed  specific 
parameters and keys and remotely executing the CONFINE_node_enable function 
of the CNS system.

• vct_node_ssh/scp: these functions facilitate the exchange of files and interactive 
command execution in a node over the tinc management network.

• vct_node_mount/unmount: allow the local mounting and manipulation of the root file 
system of an inactive node.

Slice and sliver management functions:

• vct_slice_info: provides runtime information about allocated, deployed, and active 
slivers and their reachability via the management network.

• vct_slice_attributes: provides a command-based API to inspect and manipulate the 
locally cached slice and sliver attributes and states.

• vct_sliver_allocate/deploy/start/stop/remove:  allows  the  allocation,  deployment, 
starting,  stopping,  and  removing  of  slivers  and  preconfigured  experiments  as 
defined in VCT configuration files.

• vct_sliver_ssh:  facilitates  direct  SSH  access  into  slivers  over  the  management 
network.
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The full syntax of the provided functions as well tutorials for using VCT for preparing and 
executing an experiment is documented in the CONFINE Wiki20 21.

20 https://wiki.CONFINE-project.eu/soft:vct
21 https://wiki.CONFINE-project.eu/tutorials:start
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6. Usage and management services

The CONFINE testbed administrators need management services in order to enable the 
usage of the testbed for researchers. Among others, examples of such services refer to 
the deployment of software components, resource discovery and allocation, monitoring, 
fault detection and recovery. In order to develop usage and management services, the 
following aspects need to be taken into consideration.

6.1. Resource sharing between experiments

Since CONFINE testbeds are designed to scale up to hundreds of nodes scattered over 
geographically  disparate  locations,  it  makes  sense  to  support  multiple  simultaneous 
experiments sharing the resources in a testbed to make a more efficient use of them and  
to allow long term studies. This vision of the CONFINE testbeds is heavily inspired by 
concepts used in PlanetLab [PlanetLab]. 

When researchers intend to run an experiment in a CONFINE testbed, they must choose a 
set of testbed nodes that will host the experiment. This selection can be assisted by tools 
such as a server's web portal or other external services that monitor the state of nodes 
using their REST API. 

Each node in a CONFINE testbed is able to run several experiments simultaneously. An 
experiment  runs  in  a  given  node  as  a  sliver which  temporarily  holds  a  share  of  its 
resources (CPU, memory, disk, network bandwidth and interfaces…). Slivers in a node are 
isolated and their resource limits are enforced so that slivers do not cause other slivers to 
starve. 

All  slivers in a testbed which are related to an experiment  are grouped in a  slice for 
management  purposes,  i.e.  the  researcher  who  is  responsible  for  a  slice  is  also 
responsible for all of its slivers. In fact, the researcher first creates a slice and then defines 
its slivers after choosing the desired nodes to run an experiment. The same slice can be 
reused to run several experiments, either by changing the slice configuration in the registry 
or by direct interaction with running slivers (e.g. remote login and command execution). 
Figure  3 illustrates four slices sharing three nodes in a CONFINE testbed by means of 
slivers. 
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Figure   3  : Example of four slices sharing three nodes by means of slivers  

6.2. Overview of testbed components 

In this section we bring together the components of the CONFINE testbed discussed in the 
previous section in order to be able to consider the solution from a global perspective.  
Figure  4 shows that the CONFINE nodes consist of a community device and research 
device. It is the research device where slivers are instantiated and assigned to researchers 
within a slice. CONFINE nodes are part of the community network. They provide additional 
links to the community network and may route traffic of the community network. Different to 
the other devices of the community network, which are mainly managed by their owners, 
the CONFINE nodes are managed by CONFINE from the testbed server. 
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Figure   4  : Overview of CONFINE testbed components  

6.3. IP adDressing 

Creating testbeds that span several community networks (CNs) is drastically hampered by 
their lack of widespread IPv6 support. They normally use private IPv4 addressing that (in 
spite of  initiatives like Free Networks [FreeNets])  can not  be trusted to be compatible 
across CNs. Also, the diversity of CN devices using IPv4 mean that research devices may 
sit behind NAT boxes or firewalls further limiting their reachability. IPv4 address scarcity 
also  keeps  the  testbed  from  using  a  clean  and  uniform  address  scheme  for  their  
components. 

IPv6  migration  solutions  like  6to4  [6to4],  6in4  [6in4],  or  Teredo  [Teredo]  either  have 
problems with protocol 41 handling in NAT boxes or firewalls, or they use host IPv4-based 
addresses which can also clash between CNs. Together with most VPN solutions they get 
complicated to setup in a mesh-like cloud, or use centralized architectures which alter the 
resulting topology and can turn the VPN server into a bottleneck —e.g. OpenSSH. 

6.4. CONFINE testbed management network

A CONFINE testbed works around the previously described IPv4 problems by creating an 
IPv6 overlay based on the tinc VPN software [tinc]. Tinc allows setting up a mesh network 
where data is exchanged directly between endpoints with the VPN software taking care of  
routing traffic and propagating endpoint information, thus needing minimal configuration. 

The  overlay  makes  all  components  in  the  testbed  easily  reachable  with  automatic 
encryption  and  authentication  between  endpoints.  Together  with  a  carefully  devised 
scheme (see the appendices) that assigns an easily predictable IPv6 address to every 
component in the testbed, the IPv6 overlay becomes a  testbed management network 
that routes all management traffic while CNs gain widespread IPv6 support. 
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A  CONFINE  testbed  gateway is  a  CN  host  which  acts  as  an  entry  point  to  the 
management network through  tinc.  As seen in  Figure 5,  gateways can help extend a 
testbed  over  multiple  CNs  by  using  external  means  like  the  Internet  itself  or  the 
FEDERICA  research  backbone  [FEDERICA].  Gateways  can  also  route  the  whole 
management network to the IPv6 Internet so that it becomes readily available to external 
researchers with no additional requirements. 

As shown in Figure 5, a tinc daemon in a testbed node only connects to testbed servers or 
testbed gateways in the same CN, and gateways connect to servers in the same CN and 
to  other  gateways  in  different  CNs  through  external  means.  In  other  words,  all  tinc 
connections flow towards testbed servers, although the mesh nature of  tinc makes data 
travel straight between endpoints, respecting the underlying network topology. 

 

Figure   5  : The IPv6 overlay spanning two community networks.  

In  such  setup  all  management  traffic  flows  over  the  management  network,  while 
experiments  running  in  testbed  nodes  can  choose  whether  to  use  direct  (native) 
connections  towards  nodes  in  the  same  CN,  or  tunneled  connections  over  the 
management network to reach nodes in other CNs. 

6.5. Testbed management

CONFINE testbeds work following a  pull  strategy:  components in the testbed query a 
testbed registry in order to discover changes to their configuration and new actions to 
perform.  In  fact,  this  registry  holds  the  configuration  of  all  elements  in  the  testbed, 
including users, nodes and their experiments. 

The  registry  is  kept  by  testbed  servers,  and  it  is  updated  by  testbed  users  (both 
administrators and researchers) by means of their interaction with servers (e.g. through a 
web  portal  or  using  specific  tools).  The  configuration  information  in  the  registry  is 
complemented by state information kept by nodes. 

All this contrasts with the push strategy where servers actively contact nodes to manage 
them.  However,  the  experience  in  other  testbeds  like  PlanetLab  has  shown  that  this 
approach puts much load (and complexity) onto servers, especially when nodes become 
unreachable  because  of  network  shortages  (which  are  common  in  wireless  CNs)  as 
servers must keep retrying. On the contrary, the  pull strategy distributes complexity and 
load among nodes in the testbed. 
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Both configuration and state information are published by servers and nodes through a 
simple REST API. Since all testbed management data is thus made publicly available, it  
can be used by researchers to study the workings of the testbed itself or to build external  
services like testbed node monitors. 

This API is actually the protocol used by testbed components for implementing the  pull 
strategy for testbed management. In particular, the server API also allows authenticated 
testbed users to update information in the registry. 

The REST API is implemented on top of HTTP secured with SSL so that recipients can be 
sure that the information was not forged. Using HTTP allows management connections to 
be short-lived, which helps tolerate intermittent network failures. 

6.6. Radio to router communication protocol integration (DLEP)

Community networks usually depend on wireless radio links with different characteristics  
as well as an OSI layer 3 routing protocol. Unfortunately, those layer 3 routing protocols 
are often unaware of the underlying wireless network dynamics, especially if “standard” 
routing  protocols  designed  for  wired  environments  are  used  (e.g.  OSPF  [Moy98]). 
Although some layer 3 routing protocols have been adapted to the dynamics in wireless 
networks, they are only able to infer layer 2 characteristics indirectly, e.g. by observing 
certain layer  3 parameters,  most  prominently the packet-loss.  One example of  such a 
scheme is  the OLSRd routing daemon, which  uses the Expected Transmission Count 
(ETX) metric, originally proposed by [Cou04].

Another approach to gather data for link layer metrics of routing protocols is the usage of 
platform-specific APIs, such as the Linux Netlink framework  [SKK+03].  However,  these 
approaches are  operating system and in some cases even hardware specific. If a solution 
is relying on a specific platform API, this also means that the radio as well as the routing 
entity inevitably have to run on the same hardware machine. This limitation both constrains 
the research node, as well as the general research node design.

Radio-to-router  communication  protocols  can  improve  the  research  node  design  by 
decoupling  the  Netlink  access  requiring  access  to  the  interface  device  from  the 
experiments  within  the  research  containers  accessing  this  information.  Thus,  with  an 
appropriate radio  to  router  communication  protocol,  the  experiments  do not  need raw 
interface access that has privacy issues. Isolated interface access in addition to a radio-to-
router communication service at the research device are sufficient. In addition, it allows for 
a research node configuration that does not require all  research Wi-Fi interfaces to be 
plugged into the research node itself. Instead, small and cheap radio devices connected to 
the research node via LAN can be used in conjunction with a powerful research device. 
Thus it  allows for  a  cheaper,  more flexible  but  at  the same time more powerful  node 
architecture.

Besides  the  advantages  for  the  research  node  architecture,  a  radio-to-router 
communication protocol also allows for a revolutionary way of node design for community 
networking. Additional information on the concepts and the improvements for community 
networks are presented in the paper [BR12].

Multiple  radio  to  router  protocols  have  been  proposed.  Their  aim  is  to  enable 
manufacturers to build separate radio and router components, which nevertheless are able 
exchange  information.  [BR12]  also  gives  an  overview  of  such  protocols.  The  most 
promising  and  most  actively  developed  approach  at  the  time  of  this  writing  is  DLEP 
[RBH+12].
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While D4.1 describes design and implementation details regarding our DLEP version, the 
following section explains how the DLEP-Service is integrated into the CONFINE research 
node architecture. Our service includes the following functions:

• Link layer information transmission, such as

• Link layer neighbourhoods

• Point-to-point link quality parameters (e.g. signal strength)

• General/environment information (e.g. type of radio, bandwidth, frequency, noise 
level)

• Radio auto-discovery (a router  may learn about  connected radios automatically) 
(future work)

• Radio  configuration  (a  router  may  reconfigure  certain  parameters  of  the  radio) 
(future work)

CONFINE  grants  researchers  access  to  slivers  on  the  deployed  research  nodes. 
Researchers  will  only  be  able  to  obtain  link  layer  information  directly  from  the  radio 
hardware if the device is mapped to the sliver container directly (raw interface). However, 
direct access to the radio device brings inherent security and privacy risks to the operation 
of a community network. Nevertheless the link layer information is very valuable for many 
types of  research.  By  using  a  radio  to  router  communication  protocol,  CONFINE can 
achieve the following benefits:

• Provide link layer information from the research device to the sliver.

• Provide link layer information and statistics from remote devices (such as remote 
radios or community devices) to the sliver.

• Collect easy-to-access bulk link layer information for offline analysis (“open data 
sets”).

In addition to the benefits regarding the operation of the testbed, [BR2012] provides a 
detailed  discussion  about  the  general  benefits  of  using  radio-to-router  communication 
protocols in community networks.

6.6.1. CONFINE DLEP APPLICATION

In  CONFINE,  the  radio  router  communication  is  being  implemented  by  a  software 
component  called  “dlep-app”  based  on  the  OLSR.org  Network  Framework  (OONF). 
Although the final version of this software is supposed to use IETF standardized DLEP as 
the radio to router communication protocol, at the time of this writing the DLEP protocol is 
still  undergoing  rapid  changes.  Therefore  “dlep-app”  is  using  an  own  radio  to  router 
communication protocol based on [CDD+09] until the DLEP draft is considered stable. 

The DLEP application is implemented in a modular fashion. The core application contains 
relatively few functionality on it's own. Most functionality is implemented by plugins. Base 
functions of the core component are consisting of a database of link-layer information, a 
Telnet-like command line interface (CLI), running on a TCP port and a plugin framework.

The following plugins are available:

• nl80211listener

• DLEP client (DLEP router component)

• DLEP service (DLEP radio component)
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• layer 2 viewer

The “nl80211listener”  plugin uses a Linux Netlink [SKK+03]  socket to collect  link layer 
information from wireless LAN cards. This information is written into the link layer database 
of the core. The “DLEP service” plugin will  send the contents of the core database to 
interested entities.  Normally this function is performed using a link-local  multicast.  The 
functionalities of the “nl80211listener” in combination with the “DLEP service” implement 
the functionality of a DLEP-capable radio.

The  “DLEP  client”  plugin  will  receive  DLEP  messages  (typically  from  DLEP-enabled 
radios) and write their contents into the link layer information database. This data may be 
used by external (e.g. routing) applications either by using the OONF DLEP API or by 
interfacing to the DLEP application over a TCP connection (Telnet interface). In this case,  
the “layer 2 viewer” plugin is used provide the requested information in JSON or plain text 
format to the status port.

6.6.2. DLEP SOFTWARE INTEGRATION

The DLEP application is part of the CONFINE packages for OpenWrt. It is being installed 
by the firmware generation process and can be enabled separately or by installing the 
“Recommended  components  for  CONFINE”.  The  DLEP application  is  managed  by  a 
configuration file and init scripts, just like any regular OpenWrt package.

If the DLEP application is being installed by the automated firmware generation process of 
CONFINE, it will be installed preconfigured and “ready-to-use”. 
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In its default installation on a CONFINE research device (Figure 6), the DLEP application 
collects link layer information from installed wireless LAN cards using the nf80211listener 
plugin. The collected information is provided to the research node's internal bridge from 
which it may be retrieved by the slivers. There are three possibilities for a researcher to get 
hold of those informations:

• The DLEP application (running on the RD) may be queried on the status port.

The usage of the Telnet port, is the most accessible, easy-to-use interface. It will  
provide  information in  the following formats:  JSON objects  or  (human-readable) 
plain text. However the status port will only provide information when it is polled, it  
will not display information changes immediately as they appear.

• A DLEP capable router may receive link layer data by subscribing to multicast group 
ff0e::1 (IPv6) or 224.0.0.24 (IPv4) and receiving DLEP messages directly. As DLEP 
is on it's way to be an IETF standardized protocol this will be the most direct and the 
recommended possibility to retrieve link layer information in the future. However, as 
protocol and message formats are still undergoing significant changes, the direct  
retrieval of DLEP messages is not recommended at the moment.
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• DLEP application and DLEP client plugin may be installed on a sliver. From the 

DLEP application of the Sliver information may be received via the OONF DLEP 
API. This way, link layer updates may be received instantly. And having a “DLEP 
service” on the RD as well as a “DLEP client” on the sliver, changes in the DLEP 
protocol  and  message  format  will  not  immediately  affect  the  researcher's 
applications.

In future versions, the DLEP application is planned to act as a “service” and a “client” at 
the same time, thus being able to serve as a “DLEP relay”. With the relay functionality it  
will be possible to serve link layer data of remotely connected devices to the Sliver. Such 
devices might be devices of the community network or DLEP-enabled radios which are 
connected to the Research Device.

6.6.3. DLEP IN AIROS

A number of patches have been developed for building AirOS 5.3.3 with integrated DLEP. 
For doing this, patching DLEP itself was not necessary. In the CONFINE Wiki22 a step-by-
step  guide  is  provided  on  how  to  achieve  that.  While  at  the  time  of  writing  of  this  
deliverable, the configuration and the setup have not yet been tested in depth, it is a good 
starting point for further adaptations.

6.7. OMF integration in CONFINE node software

In the CONFINE project, a custom testbed management framework has been developed. 
However, to allow interoperability with existing tools and to avoid a steep learning curve for 
researchers, the project has also developed an OMF integration [OMF].

Two proposals were considered as design solutions to integrate the OMF framework with 
the CONFINE infrastructure. There were either having the resource controller inside the 
research device and or using the CONFINE portal as gateway. In the following we explain 
the two proposals and their options which finally leaded that we implemented the second 
proposal with option three.  

1) Resource Controller inside Research Device

The first proposal is based on feedback of the OMF community. We asked on their mailing 
list how we could best handle image loading in combination with VMs. As such, the first 
design proposes placing an OMF Resource Controller  (ORC) on the Research Device 
(RD), which is a relatively deep integration of OMF with the CONFINE software. This ORC 
would then instruct the CONFINE software to manage the slivers (each also being an 
ORC). This proposal is illustrated in Figure 7.

This implies implementing a new type of  experiment,  the loadVM experiment,  in OMF 
which: 

1. Will collect VM information (number, names, image, OMF slice) from the user (as 
command line arguments).

2. Will contact the ORC on the RD

3. Will ask the ORC on the RD to create the VMs with the requested images

4. After  VM  creation,  notifies  the  user  of  relevant  information  for  the  experiment 
description. Then the Aggregate Manager (OAM) will be brought up-to-date by the 
newly created ORCs.

22 http://wiki.confine-project.eu/testbeds:austria:airos-dlep
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The  experimenter  executes  this  new  loadVM  experiment  which  will  trigger  the  OMF 
Experiment Controller (OEC) to ask the OAM a topology of all the available RD devices. 
Knowing  these  devices,  the  OEC  can  start  contacting  the  necessary  RDs  and  start 
executing the experiment. After the loadVM experiment, the experimenter would then pass 
his OMF experiment description to the OMF Experiment Controller (OEC), which will send 
commands to the VMs on the RD.

Advantage:

- OEC and OAM do not need major changes

Disadvantage:

- Deep integration of OMF with CONFINE software (ORC on RD)

Figure   7  : Option r  esource controller inside research device  

Functional description:

1. The experiments starts the newly written loadVM experiment on the OEC

2. The OEC asks the OAM for an overview of the available RDs

3. The OAM answers the OEC with the overview

4. The OEC chooses RDs out of the overview and contacts the ORC on those RDs
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5. The ORCs on the RDs will use this node information and give it to the CONFINE 

software  on  the  RDs  which  will  allocate  the  necessary  slivers  with  the  correct 
images

6. The ORCs on the newly created slivers will notify the OAM of their existence

7. The experimenter can pass his OMF experiment description to the OEC

8. The OEC asks the OAM for information (e.g. availability) on the nodes requested by 
the OMF experiment description

9. The OEC directly sends directives to the ORCs on the slivers to run the experiment

2) CONFINE portal as gateway

The second proposal is our preferred design and has three different "options", from which 
we prefer the last option "Preprocessing to describe nodes"". In this design proposal, the 
CONFINE portal will serve as gateway to allocate slivers (contrary to the ORC on the RD 
in the first design proposal). Different options were considered: 

Option 1: Separate script to describe nodes

In this option, the experimenter has to pass the node information (number, names, image 
and OMF slice) to a provided script that will use the CONFINE portal API to allocate ORCs 
for the new OMF experiment. The allocated ORCs will register themselves at the OAM, so 
the OEC is ready to accept the OMF experiment description from the experimenter.

Then, the experimenter will pass the OMF experiment description to the OEC which will 
ask availability of the ORCs to the OAM. The OEC will  send the experiment directives 
directly to the ORCs on the slivers of the RD.

Advantage:

• OMF and CONFINE communicate through the CONFINE API

Disadvantage:

• The experimenter always has to provide the configuration for the script and has to 
keep node information (e.g. names) between the script and the experiment in sync

Functional description:

1. The experiment sends its node information as parameters to the node allocation 
script

2. The node allocation script uses the CONFINE portal API, which will  address the 
CONFINE software on the RD to boot the necessary slivers with the correct images

3. Continuation of step 2: the CONFINE software will boot the slivers with the correct 
images

4. The RCs on the slivers will register their existence at the OAM

5. The nodes are allocated, the experimenter can pass his experiment description to 
the OEC

6. The OEC will check for information on the nodes with the OAM

7. The  OEC  directly  sends  directives  to  the  RCs  on  the  slivers  to  execute  the 
experiment

Option 2: OEDL extension to describe nodes
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A second option for  this second proposal/design is  not  to use a standalone script  but 
actually adding extra functionality to the OEDL created by OMF. At the start of his OMF 
experiment description, the experimenter defines the nodes he wants to use (the name, 
number of NICs, image and OMF slice). Preprocessing the experiment description would 
identify  these  definitions  and  instruct  the  OAM to  allocate  these  slivers  by  using  the 
CONFINE portal API. Figure 8 illustrates this option.

Figure   8  : Option O  EDL extension to describe nodes  

After the preprocessing happened and the nodes are allocated, the normal processing of 
the experiment by OMF begins and executes the experiment.

Advantage:

• No two scripts/descriptions for the experimenter.

• Disadvantage:

• Rewriting OEDL/OEC/OAM

• OMF experiment descriptions from other testbed will not be directly applicable to 
the testbed.
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Option 3: Preprocessing to describe nodes

As mentioned above, this is the option we prefer. We have already implemented the basics 
of this design, but this implementation is not yet finished due to the current state of the 
CONFINE API. Figure 9  illustrates this option.

The third option also involves using only one OMF experiment description, but applying 
another form of preprocessing: the experimenter does not have to explicitly  define the 
required nodes, but now the preprocessing will derive this from the experiment description. 
For example, the preprocessor could check how many interfaces of one node are used to  
determine the number of NICs are necessary on the particular node.

As in option two, the OAM will allocate the nodes (by the CONFINE portal API) and after  
the allocation the OMF experiment will start on the nodes.

Advantage:

• No rewrite OEDL

• No  explicit  definition  of  required  nodes  =  universal  reuse  of  OMF  experiment 
descriptions (not the case in option two)

Disadvantage

• Preprocessing will become more complex

• Rewriting OEC/OAM

Functional description:

1. The experimenter sends his OMF experiment description to the OEC

2. The OEC preprocessing starts and collects all the node information.

3. The OEC sends the node information to the OAM

4. With this node information the OAM uses the CONFINE portal API to allocate the 
correct slivers with the correct images

5. Continuation of step 4: the CONFINE software on the RD will start up the correct 
slivers with the correct images

6. The ORCs on the slivers register their existence at the OAM

7. The OEC starts the default OMF experiment description processing

8. The OEC checks information on the requested nodes in the experiment description 
at the OAM

9. OEC sends directives to the slivers to start the experiment
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Figure   9  : Option   preprocessing to describe nodes  

6.8. Common node database

6.8.1. MOTIVATION FOR A COMMON NODE DATABASE

For community wireless networks (CWNs), a node database serves as a central repository 
of network information. It comprises information about nodes deployed at certain locations, 
devices  installed  at  these  locations,  information  about  internet  addresses,  and  —  in 
networks that  use explicit  link planning — links among devices.  All  this  information is  
maintained via a web or REST interface by the community members.
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On top of  this  database several  applications are built  that  help to  build,  expand,  and 
maintain the network. A non-exhaustive list of applications is given in section 6.8.4

Historically,  each  community  network  has  built  their  own  node  database  and 
corresponding tools. There was some effort to come up with a common implementation of 
a node database but so far none of these efforts has seen deployment beyond one or two  
installations.

One of the reasons that up to now no common node database exists is that there are 
diverging  needs  of  each  running  network  on  the  one  hand,  and  the  need  to  fully 
understand (and be able to modify) the software used to run the network on the other 
hand.

Many different  programming languages,  web  frameworks,  and  databases  are  used  to 
implement  web  applications.  Therefore,  existing  node  database  implementations  use 
widely different implementation technologies and have — although they share a common 
set of requirements — focused on different aspects of the daily operation of a community 
wireless network. This has resulted in a plethora of different solutions to similar problems 
with different quality of service across the set of solutions offered.

To  get  a  better  understanding  of  the  common  requirements  of  community  wireless 
networks  and  to  eventually  facilitate  interoperability,  the  community  network  markup 
language project was founded in 2006 [CNML09]. To date we know of an implementation 
by  guifi.net  [guifi1]  and  another  similar  XML export  by  Athens  Wireless  Metropolitan 
Network (AWMN).

6.8.2. COMMON NODE DATABASE IN CONFINE AND IN COMMUNITY NETWORKS

One goal of the CONFINE project is the integration of research devices into community 
networks  for  research  purposes.  Research  devices  need  some  information  about  the 
location where they are deployed as well as on the structure and interconnection of the  
community network. This is needed to allow experimenters to access topology data and to 
manage large experiments with many research nodes.

To avoid duplicating data in the community network database and the research database,  
the common node database implementation was started. Starting from the CNML definition 
and the guifi.net implementation and from node database implementations of Funkfeuer 
Wien, Funkfeuer Graz, guifi.net, Ninux Italy, WLAN Slovenia, AWMN, an object model was 
designed  and  implemented  (detailed  in  section  6.8.3).  It  has  already  been  informally 
reviewed by members of some of the CNs mentioned.

The new common node database implementation is intended to replace some existing 
implementations of node databases currently in use by CONFINE consortium members. 
The implementation drafts a prototype of a programming interface (API) that eventually 
can be implemented by any community wireless network. Definition of an API is crucial to  
link the information in the research database to the data in the community database.

Furthermore, the definition of a common API can be used to implement applications (e.g.,  
a map or the generation of configuration files for external monitoring services) that can be 
used by several CWNs that implement the API. We therefore will propose the API to the  
communities and will try to get a draft standard adopted by many of them.

6.8.3. ARCHITECTURE

The design of the object model (Figure  10) is based on the analysis of several existing 
node databases of various community wireless networks. It is the basis of a common API  
definition.  Discussions  with  developers  of  CWNs  have  indicated  that  the  model  is 
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compatible enough to existing databases to allow the implementation of the same common 
API for different CWNs.

Some notes on the object model: we try to keep only the relevant attributes of a real-world 
object in the object itself — everything else is modelled as a relation. The blue arrows 
denote inheritance relationships ("IS_A"). The yellow arrows are attributes, e.g., the Node 
has an attribute  manager of  type Person which is  required (this  is  implemented as a 
foreign key in the database).

The black arrows are 1:N or N:M relationships (also implemented as foreign keys in the 
database) but the relation objects have their own identity. This is used to separate the 
attributes of an object from its links to other objects. It also implements referential integrity 
constraints: a link is deleted if any object it refers to is deleted.

There are different link types. A two-way link (implementing a 1:N or N:M relationship) has 
a  left  and  a  right  side  (or  link  role).  An  example  is 
Wireless_Interface_uses_Wireless_Channel; in the diagram this link object is displayed as 
_uses_ between  the  FFM. Wireless_Channel  and  FFM.  Wireless_Interface.  The  black 
arrows connecting these are labelled left  and right which indicates how this should be 
read. Note, that in this case the left attribute is on the right side in the diagram. A two-way 
link like this has an identity and can have additional attributes besides left and right; it also 
can appear as link role in another link type.

There are also unary links with only a left side. An example is the Device which cannot  
exist  without its left  attribute, the Device_Type. There can be several devices with the 
same  device  type.  This  relationship  is  inherited  by  Antenna  and  Antenna_Type  and 
Net_Device and Net_Device_Type.
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Figure   10  : Object model of common node database  
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6.8.4. NODE DATABASE APPLICATIONS

Traditionally, different CWNs have implemented different applications on top of their own 
node database. During requirements analysis, several common applications have been 
identified. Note, that we do not intend to implement all of these applications, but instead 
we will try to get some existing applications ported to the new common database API. Also 
note that the list is not exhaustive.

• Registry:  Register users with their name and email  address,  register nodes and 
devices and associate them to users.

• IP address registry and allocation: Allow users to register IP addresses or IP ranges 
for their devices and make sure no address is registered twice. Also allow to de-
allocate an existing IP allocation. Since many CWNs run on RFC 1918 private IP 
addresses, one of the challenges is to move to IPv6 addresses; a new common 
node database implementation has to support IPv4 and IPv6.

• Map: Draw all nodes on a map to get a graphical overview of the network; most 
existing community networks have implemented a map service.

• Link planning: This answers the question: "If I try to interconnect these two devices 
via antennae, will it work?". Note, that some CWNs use explicit link planning (where 
each link needs an explicit configuration in the routing protocol used) while other 
networks  use  a  dynamic  routing  protocol  to  establish  links  (e.g.,  OLSR).  Both 
should be supportable by the node database.

• Auto  configuration  of  devices:  To  facilitate  deployment  of  new  nodes,  some 
community networks have implemented various degrees of auto-configuration for 
devices; this makes it easier for users to deploy new devices. In addition to auto-
configuration  of  existing  devices,  some  applications  allow  the  generation  of 
firmware for various devices.

• Generation  of  tools  necessary  for  running  a  network,  e.g.,  name-server 
configuration, directory services.

• Generation of configuration for network monitoring and -alerting tools like smoke-
ping, nagios, or cacti.

In addition experimental features can be investigated, e.g.,

• Social networking functions: allow community members to contact other members 
and invite them to build a link to their node.

• Federation: Allow services such as DNS zones to be federated across the network.

• Services offered by the network or by users, e.g., Voice over IP or video on demand 
applications. Note, that in some existing CWNs services like this are not considered 
an experimental feature but are already deployed in production quality.

6.8.5. STATUS AND FUTURE WORK

The object model of the common node database, as indicated in section 6.8.3, has been 
implemented. On top of this model, a first version of a REpresentational State Transfer API 
(REST API)  has  been  implemented.  The  code  is  publicly  available  on  GitHub  in  the 
CONFINE project repository.

During the CONFINE meeting and the IS4WCN in Barcelona, the API was discussed with 
developers from guifi.net, AWMN, and Ninux. This work will  be continued until  we can 
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come up with a draft API definition that all participating CWN developers think they can 
implement on top of their existing database.

The common node database has been implemented on top of an open source python 
framework  for  web  application  development  called  Tapyr  that  uses  several  other 
frameworks, e.g., Jinja, SQLAlchemy, and Werkzeug.

During  the  implementation,  necessary  additions  to  the  framework  (e.g.,  IP  Address 
computations on databases that  do  not  support  a  native IP address type)  have  been 
incorporated. The framework already has a reference documentation but needs a tutorial  
to get other developers started.
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7. User access application

7.1. Usage scenarios and requirements

The CONFINE testbed provides to researchers an environment for experimental research 
in the field of community networks. This environment consists of a set of nodes integrated 
in  community  networks  in  which  several  researchers  can  concurrently  execute 
experiments.  While these testbed nodes are integrated into community networks they are, 
at the same time, part of the CONFINE testbed, that is, testbed nodes can be provided to 
the researchers and they are managed by the CONFINE administrators. 

The PlanetLab environment provided to researchers has been an important reference for 
the usage scenarios of CONFINE. PlanetLab offers, by means of virtualization technology, 
to researchers the concurrent usage of machines and isolation of experiments. 

PlanetLab uses the concept of slivers and slices to refer a virtual machine and a set of 
virtual machines distributed among several nodes, respectively. PlanetLab offers to the 
researcher a Web interface that allows the configuration of the slice. Researchers have 
SSH access to machines of their slice. 

Regarding  the  management  of  the  PlanetLab  testbed,  an  approach  called  unbundled 
management  is  applied.  This  approach  pursues  to  keep  the  functionalities  needed to 
manages slices, e.g. creating a slice, monitoring a slice, etc., in separate components. The 
PlanetLab user  therefore can chose between different  applications which combined as 
needed enable the usage of the testbed. 

CONFINE aims to enable experiments related to community network research. We look in 
the following experiment example on the actions in a routing protocol experiment for a 
registered researcher23.

Example use case: Routing protocol evaluation experiment 

Goal: Creating a new slice with some nodes selected by the researcher and conducting over it an 
experiment that evaluates a routing protocol 

Pre-conditions: The researcher is an already registered user 

Primary actor: Researcher 

Trigger: The researcher decides to perform an experiment for the evaluation of a routing protocol

Main Success Scenario:

1. The researcher logs on the server software
2. The server shows the different possible operations to the researcher
3. The researcher selects to create a new slice
4. The researcher creates a new slice with an unique name and a set of users of the slice
5. The researcher adds some nodes to the slice
6. The server deduces the necessary set of network rules for the slice
7. The server delegates the sliver creation and application of network rules on each of the 

selected nodes
8. The  node  controller  creates  the  proper  sliver  and  executes  the  necessary  network 

configuration

23 http://wiki.CONFINE-project.eu/use-cases:routing-experiment
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9. The researcher uses the slivers:

• The  researcher  uploads  into  the  slivers  the  necessary  code  for  performing  the 
evaluation

• The researcher initiates the experiment
• The experiment runs on the slice's slivers
• The researcher retrieves the experiment's results

10.The researcher deletes the slice
11.The server delegates the sliver removal to each of the selected nodes
12.The node controller removes the sliver and the network rules previously created

 Four important components of the testbed need to interact with each other to enable a 
generic experiment. The user (researcher), who deploys an experiment; the nodes of the 
testbed, which provide virtual machines (slivers) to the researcher; the slice, which the 
researcher is assigned for his experiments; and slivers, which belong to the researcher's 
slice. 

Several functionalities are required of these four components as detailed in the project 
Wiki24: 

• For  the  users  (researchers):  user  registration,  user  deletion,  user  information 
update, change user permissions and role, get user permissions and role, add user 
SSH key, delete and update user SSH key.

• For the testbed nodes: node announcement, node registration, node deletion, node 
information update,  start  & stop & reboot  operations,  information retrieve (GET) 
operations.

• Regarding slices: slices creation, the instantiation of a slice, slice update, slice start,  
slice stop and slice deletion.

• The testbed must enable that  slivers are created,  configured,  sliver are started, 
stopped and deleted.

7.2. Testbed management 

This section explains the provided solution for researchers to manage and configure their 
slices for performing experiments as well as for node owners to register and manage their 
resources.

7.2.1. PREVIOUS WORK ON TESTBED MANAGEMENT

PlanetLab is a well-known and well-established global  testbed infrastructure with more 
than thousand nodes deployed across the globe and available to researchers. For this 
reason we have evaluated MyPLC, PlanetLab's controller, to analyse whether it suits our 
needs.

In a first analysis, we realized that a vanilla MyPLC implementation is not able to satisfy 
the needs of the Community-Lab testbed, for the following reasons:

• The nodes' software of PlanetLab is thought for high-end hardware, whereas our 
testbed  focuses  on  embedded  devices  and  equipment  with  low  capabilities. 
Moreover, PlanetLab's virtualization solution is based on Vserver, which is obsolete 
and only maintained by PlanetLab's developers.

• MyPLC imposes a Red Hat-flavoured Linux distribution.

24 http://wiki.CONFINE-project.eu/use-cases:start
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• MyPLC expects nodes to be exposed with a public IP, accessible from the Internet. 

Not  all  the community  networks support  this scenario,  since they assign private 
addresses to their nodes.

• The PlanetLab participation model, where each site needs to provide hardware in 
order  to  be  able  to  access  the  testbed  is  not  compatible  with  Community-Lab, 
where we can differentiate the communities, providing nodes and the researchers.

Therefore, it seems necessary to extend MyPLC if we plan to use it. Unfortunately, we 
have found MyPLC difficult to reuse:

• The code is little modular, and re-usability is not one of the main concerns of their 
developers. This makes hard to dive into the code and produce new functionality 
from it.

• Even though there are some pieces of code in Python programming language, the 
web interface is written in PHP, a language our developers are not experts in.

Besides MyPLC, we have considered reusing other testbed management frameworks but 
none  of  the  studied  options  happen  to  fit  our  requirements  either  (summaries  of  the 
evaluated options are shown in the appendixes). For these reasons we have decided to 
implement a testbed controller from scratch.

7.2.2. TESTBED MANAGEMENT'S ARCHITECTURE

The tool  provided for  the  management  of  the  CONFINE testbed is  accessible  in  two 
different  ways:  (1)  through  a  Web  interface  and  (2)  through  a  REST API.  The  Web 
interface makes it more accessible for human beings, being it more intuitive and usable. 
On the other hand, the REST API is a programmatic interface and will enable third party 
components,  like federation and it  is  also necessary for  the integration with the other 
testbed components.

The Management Software server needs to provide a tool for both researchers and node 
owners, so that they can manage their resources: slices and nodes. 

Figure 11 shows the architecture on which the CONFINE management software is based 
on25. The following components are part of this architecture: 

• The Server  is the controller  of  the testbed.  It  acts  as a configuration repository 
where the entire  testbed configuration is  hosted.  The server  is  stateless,  which 
means that does not keep state of any component of the testbed. 

• The Research Device (node) is where the experiments are executed.  Research 
devices retrieve their configuration through the server REST API. Nodes can only 
read data (GET HTTP method). Research devices are responsible for applying the 
changes required by their configuration, so they periodically poll the server checking 
for changes.

• The Researcher (or node owner) is the user  of  the testbed.  Two interfaces are 
provided on its behalf: a user interface (web) and a programmatic interface (REST). 
Researchers can manage slices using those interfaces.

25 For  a  discussion  of  different  architectures   to  develop  this  component  see  http://wiki.CONFINE-
project.eu/arch:architectures
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Figure   11  : The architecture of the  management software   

The CONFINE server hosts the management software which allows users to create and 
manage slices. The interfaces are to be implemented using REST over HTTP. A REST 
API26 is implemented in the testbed server and nodes. 

7.2.3. TESTBED MANAGEMENT DATA MODEL

Figure 12 illustrates a snapshot of the data model implemented in the local database of the 
management software. Part of the data is provided by the user and introduced through the 
user  Web interface.  Another part  of  the data is  provided by the testbed administrator. 
Finally, some data is introduced for testbed nodes either by their owners or by the testbed 
administrator.   

26 CONFINE REST API: http://wiki.CONFINE-project.eu/arch:rest-api
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Figure   12  : Snapshot of data model of the management software  

7.2.4. TESTBED MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION

The management software is implemented based on Django, a high-level Python Web 
framework. Aspects considered relevant on this decision taking were:

• Fast development and clean design

• Comprehensive documentation

• Automatic administration interface

• Background with the framework

Prior to this decision, the use of the web2py framework was also considered as an option. 
In  a  comparison with Django,  both frameworks seemed likely  to  be a good fit  for  the 
CONFINE management software. Among other aspects, we remark that both facilitate the 
implementation of REST interfaces. Web2py offers immediate REST and JSON support.  
Django supports JSON as well and there are several REST extensions for the framework 
available, being Django REST framework [DjangoREST] the most prominent one. 

While  both  frameworks  were  good  candidates  to  facilitate  the  implementation  of  the 
CONFINE management server, there was already expertise in Django in the consortium, 
so it was decided to work with the Django framework.
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In  Django,  each piece of  functionality  is  split  into  different  applications.  An application 
should be focused and follow the Unix philosophy of “do one thing and do it well”. In other 
words, an application encapsulates a particular feature. 

Figure 13 illustrates the applications27 implemented in Django and their interactions.

Figure   13  : Django applications for the management server  

The nodes application registers and manages nodes of the CONFINE testbed. The slices 
application manage nodes'  slices and their  slivers.  The  tinc  application provides,  in  a 
pluggable way, Tinc IPv6 overlay support. The  auth_extension application extends the 
django.contrib.auth and  provides  CONFINE  specific  user  profile,  roles  and 
permissions. The purpose of the issues application is to integrate in the CONFINE Web 
interface an issue tracking system in order to provide a support service to registered users. 
The registration application provides user and research group sign up functionality. The 
purpose of the firmware application is to generate a firmware image for research devices. 
It uses the conFW library to customize a generic image. Finally the common application 
provides common functionality used for the other applications.

Additionally, we have reused some third-party Django applications to provide a piece of 
functionality that we needed, to ease the development, avoiding reinventing the wheel:

• South enables database schema and data migrations. 

• Django REST Framework, which, as mentioned earlier, automates the process of 
creating a RESTful API.

• Django  Admin  Tools and  Django  Fluent  Dashboard enhance 
django.contrib.admin with  bookmarks,  menu  bar,  customizable  dashboard 
and better look.

• Django Singletons implements the Singleton pattern for django.db.models.

• Django Celery provides Celery integration for Django, which is an asynchronous 
task/job queue based on distributed message passing.

7.2.5. TESTBED MANAGEMENT WEB INTERFACE

The  web  interface  of  the  testbed  management  software  takes  advantage  of 
django.contrib.admin and additional features provided by the Django Admin Tools 

27 http://wiki.CONFINE-project.eu/soft:server-apps
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and Django Fluent Dashboard. The following Figure 14 shows a screenshot of the testbed 
administrator view.

Figure   14  : Screenshot of the web interface admin view  

Apart from the testbed operators (or admin users) the web interface will also be used by 
researchers, mainly to create slices in order to perform their experiments. Figure 15 shows 
a screenshot of the select node step needed during the sliver creation process. 

Finally node owners will also be able to login to the interface in order to add and manage 
their nodes. Figure 16 shows a screenshot of the web form used for add or change nodes.
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Figure 16: Change node form
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7.2.6. TESTBED MANAGEMENT REST API

The testbed  management  software  also  supports  the  access  and  manipulation  of  the 
different resources by means of a REST API. It allows the GET, PUT, POST, DELETE and 
PATCH methods over any of the any of the following resources:

• Nodes

• Slices

• Slivers

• Users

• Gateways: connect tinc islands with the rest of the tinc network overlay.

• Hosts: are the researchers' computers, so that they can access the testbed through 
the tinc overlay.

• Islands: set of tinc nodes interconnected between them.

• Templates: are the different available file systems to deploy on the slivers.

Our REST API implementation supports content negotiation and currently there is support 
for  HTML as well  as  JSON formats.  The  HTML format  allows  developers  to  browse,  
interact  and  navigate  through  the  different  REST resources  from their  web  browsers, 
making it easier to become familiar with the API. Figure 17 shows an screenshot of this. In 
contrast, the JSON format is intended for applications since it is easy to parse.
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7.3. Integration with testbed components

The testbed management server needs to interact with the following components:

• Research devices: As previously said, research devices interact with the server 
following a pull strategy. Therefore nodes periodically communicate with the server 
using the REST API to retrieve their expected configurations and applied them.

• Tinc Client: The configuration files of the tinc clients on the research nodes are 
provided through the REST API as a piece of their configuration, so it is the node 
responsibility to apply it.

• Tinc Server: the tinc server is configured manually and declared as such in the 
testbed  controller.  Interaction  between  the  clients  and  the  server  is  done 
automatically by tinc.

• NodeDB: the integration between the NodeDB and the testbed management data 
model  is done through a URI attribute on the node description. This link allows 
discovering  additional  information about  the  node  in  question  by  consulting  the 
NodeDB.

• Community Network: similarly to NodeDB, the node description contains an URL 
field that points to the node description on the community network web portal.

• PostgreSQL: Is used as the testbed management server database, where all the 
needed data is stored. The integration in this case is provided out-of-the-box by 
django.db.models.

• RabbitMQ: A message queue used for asynchronous and periodic tasks. Django 
Celery already provides built-in support for integrating this component.

7.4. Testbed monitoring

In  CONFINE  context,  both  nodes  and  slivers  need  to  be  monitored  with  the  aim  of 
providing  information  about  their  status  to  the  researchers  and  administrators;  alert 
administrators of  misbehaviours or  any incident  that  degrades or  interrupts  the proper 
functioning of the node, network and testbed.

The parameters and metrics that need to be monitored are the following:

• Ping, uptime and reliability of nodes and slivers.

• Load of nodes' CPU.

• Memory usage.

• Disk usage.

• Bandwidth consumption.

We have considered two different lines of work for providing monitorization information: 

• SNMP service: It is an Internet standard for managing devices on IP networks. It is 
extensively used as a monitorization protocol, but needs the implementation of an 
application that processes the data obtained using SNMP. It is the preferred solution 
in short term, since it can be deployed easily by installing a package.

• MyOps: It is PlanetLab's monitoring system. In the short term it is complicated to 
integrate and little re-usable, but efforts to integrate it will pay off in the long term, 
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since it  provides additional features, such as automatic reboot of  malfunctioning 
nodes and other response actions under specific states for policy enforcement.
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8. Federation of networks and testbeds

When talking about federation regarding community networks, we can be referring to one 
of two possible concepts: horizontal federation and vertical federation. 

8.1. Horizontal or network federation

This concept is related with the interconnection of different community networks at the 
network layer (OSI layer 3) so that a testbed can span several disconnected networks, i.e. 
so that testbed components in different networks can be managed by the same entity and 
they can reach each other at the network layer. 

As already mentioned in section  2.7, the different community  networks are not always 
coordinated in their  IPv4 addressing schemes,  and their  connectivity  to  the Internet is 
diverse.  Some  of  them  use  public  IPv4  addresses,  although  most  use  private  IPv4 
addresses [PrivIP], sometimes with overlapping ranges between different networks. 

Thus the (hypothetical) existence of network links between any two community networks 
does  not  necessarily  imply  that  traffic  can  actually  be  routed  between  them.  The 
community  networks  participating  in  the  CONFINE  project  have  been  carrying  an 
extensive analysis on addressing compatibility issues the results of which are reported in 
deliverable 3.1 Operation and support guides of the testbed. 

The general approach followed by CONFINE testbeds to overcome this limitation is to set  
up an mesh VPN that  conforms an overlaid  management  network using its  own IPv6 
addressing. Gateway hosts help extend the testbed management network over different 
community networks by connecting across external infrastructure like the Internet or the 
FEDERICA research backbone [FEDERICA]. 

The management network is detailed in section  6.4. To know how the Community-Lab 
testbed run by the CONFINE project uses FEDERICA, see deliverable 3.1 Operation and 
support guides of the testbed. 

8.2. Vertical or testbed federation

Given a set of different, autonomous testbeds (each one being managed by its own entity),  
the  usual  case is  that  the  resources and  infrastructure  in  any  of  them is  not  directly 
available to experiments running in other testbeds because of administrative reasons (e.g.  
different authorized users) or technical ones (e.g. incompatible management protocols). 

The federation of testbeds allows researchers to transparently use the resources of other 
federated testbeds as if they were part of the one they are users of. This opens the door to  
global-scale testbed infrastructures that grow organically from the coordination of existing 
and future testbeds. 

Federation  implies  that  the  participating  testbeds  need  to  agree upon  some standard 
protocols and mechanisms that enable their coordination. One is the Slice-based Facility  
Architecture (SFA) [SFA] used by PlanetLab, OneLab and Emulab among others, which 
standardizes naming, trust and APIs in a distributed and unobtrusive manner. 

SFA support (probably based on SFAWrap [SFAWrap]) is planned for future releases of the 
CONFINE  system,  but  not  yet  implemented.  Nonetheless,  the  design  of  CONFINE 
testbeds has been carried taking SFA into account, adopting the same concepts to avoid 
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future incompatibilities. Some of these concepts (like public keys and UUIDs) are already 
embedded into CONFINE's data model and APIs. 
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9. Conclusions

The work in the first 12 months of WP2 developed an initial CONFINE testbed software 
system. The developed CONFINE software system comprises 1) the node system, that is 
the hardware and software used for a CONFINE node, 2) the usage and management 
services that have been developed for the administration of the testbed, 3) the user access 
applications  as  the  tools  that  facilitate  the  external  researcher  to  use  the  testbed  for 
experimentally driven research, and 4) the steps towards the federation of the CONFINE 
testbed nodes located in the three geographically separated community networks.

The  developed  CONFINE  testbed  software  system  has  started  to  be  deployed  in 
Community-Lab, the testbed that CONFINE provides to external researchers and that is 
going to be used in the projects from the first open call. The developed software is ready to 
pass to the phase of consolidation, implemented after M12 as Task 2.2 in WP2, which 
foresees the enhancements and update of the node system, tools and services. 

The design of the CONFINE testbed software system has taken into account the possibility 
of implementing several extensions such that by design an important flexibility is given 
towards new requirements  coming from open call  project  feedback and new research 
topics.

Work towards the federation of community networks has started focusing initially on the 
federation of the CONFINE nodes deployed in the geographically dispersed community 
networks for which the infrastructure of the FEDERICA project is used.

The development of the testbed has opened up unexpected new research questions going 
beyond  current  state-of-the-art  solutions.  An  evaluation  of  solutions  for  the  hardware 
requirements CONFINE nodes has revealed a trade-off between performance, price, and 
outdoor usage suitability,  while the hardware requirements of community  networks and 
researchers differ largely.  

The context  and conditions of  the CONFINE testbed nodes required to  opt  for  a very 
recent virtualization solution. While this way CONFINE offers possibilities for experiments 
that extend those of other testbeds, the usage of such recent technology means to work in  
challenging  conditions,  with  the  need  to  explore  new  solutions,  often  lacking 
documentation, and even contributing with the developed solution to the future release of 
the OpenWrt Linux distribution.  
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11. Appendix A - Glossary

11.1. Elements on the system

On this section the elements present on CONFINE testbeds are defined. 

11.1.1. NODES AND DEVICES

• CONFINE node: A research device connected to a community network through a 
wired link called the node's local network. The node does not run routing protocol 
software, so the routing to the rest of the community network is performed by a 
community device connected to the local network which is used as a gateway by 
the node. In some locations, where accessibility is an issue, a recovery device will 
be attached to the node. By properly deploying a CONFINE node, it becomes an 
active  member  device  on  the  community  network  where  researchers  can  run 
experiments.

• Community device: A device in charge of connecting with the community network, 
extending it and becoming the link of the CONFINE node with it. It must therefore 
have at least two different interfaces, one to connect with the community network, 
and  another  one  to  connect  with  the  research device  through  a  local  network. 
Usually the first interface will be a wireless interface and the second one a wired 
one. To be able to be a part of the community network, it must run the necessary  
software (routing protocols, OpenWrt distribution, etc) required by the community 
network, which will be location-dependent. Occasionally, the community device will 
be a container running on the research device, with the proper interface attached to 
it.

• Research device: A relatively more powerful board with virtualization capabilities 
where the experiments will  run. It runs the CONFINE distribution with the proper 
control software to create and control the different slivers. On the network side it  
has a local interface and several optional direct interfaces. The local interface is the 
wired  interface  connected  with  the  community  device  and  maybe  other  non-
CONFINE devices. The direct interfaces are interfaces to serve the researcher for 
experimentation.  In  case the community  device has become a container on the 
research  device,  the  container  will  control  a  direct  interface  connected  to  the 
community network.

• Recovery device: A simple device whose purpose is to force the research device 
to reboot in case of malfunction.

11.1.2. SERVERS, TESTBEDS AND NETWORKS

• CONFINE  server:  A  machine  running  the  CONFINE  management  software 
(CONFINE server). It is responsible of offering to the users the API to create and 
manage their slices and ensuring that the involved nodes will perform the necessary 
operations so that the slices requested are served.

• CONFINE testbed:  A set of CONFINE nodes managed by the same CONFINE 
server  (or  set  of  servers  containing  equivalent  configuration  data).  A  single 
CONFINE  testbed  may  span  different  sites  (using  community  network 
infrastructure)  or  even different  network  islands  and community  networks  (using 
CONFINE  gateways).  Still,  all  elements  in  the  same  testbed  share  the  same 
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namespaces (e.g. there cannot be two testbed nodes with the same ID at different 
community networks).

• Site: A grouping of physically close nodes (not relevant to CONFINE's architecture).
• Network  island:  A subset  of  a  community  network  where  all  hosts  can reach 

themselves at the network layer (OSI model L3) but is not reachable from another 
part of the same community network on a permanent basis (i.e. not because of a 
link failure). Any two subsets of different community networks are also considered 
islands between themselves unless both have public IP connectivity, in which case 
they both belong to the “Internet” island.

• CONFINE gateway: A machine giving entry to the testbed's management network 
from a set of network islands. It can help connect different parts of a management 
network  located  at  different  islands  over  some  link  external  to  them  (e.g.  the 
Internet).

• CONFINE management network: A testbed-dedicated network where nodes in a 
CONFINE testbed are connected to, together with that testbed's servers, gateways 
and other hosts. To overcome firewalls in community devices and disconnection at 
the  network  layer  between  islands  and  community  networks,  the  management 
network may be a tunneled VPN. Thus a running management network has no 
islands itself: all of its devices are reachable between themselves at the network 
layer (of course in the absence of link failures).

11.1.3. COMMONNODEDB (CNDB)

• commonNodeDB (sometimes abbreviated to “nodeDB” or “CNDB”): A database 
where all CONFINE devices and nodes are registered and assigned to responsible 
persons. The nodeDB contains all the backing data on devices, nodes, locations 
(GPS positions),  antenna heights  and  alignments.  Essentially  anything  which  is 
needed to plan, maintain and monitor the infrastructure. 

11.1.4. PIECES OF SOFTWARE

• CONFINE  distribution:  A  customized  OpenWrt  with  enabled  virtualization 
capabilities and the proper set of scripts and software to control the researchers' 
slivers. It also has a set of OS images as base for the researchers' slivers and is in 
charge of running the community container when it is hosted in the research device.

• Control software: It refers to the set of scripts running on the research device that 
take orders from the CONFINE server to create and remove the researcher's slivers 
and  properly  configure  their  networking.  Control  software  also  takes  care  of 
restricting their resource consumption both on the host and on the network.

11.1.5. INTERFACES' ACCESS MODES

When requesting a sliver, the researcher will request a set of interfaces attached to the 
sliver. We define four different types of interfaces, that will define their capabilities: 

• Raw interface: The researcher is granted with unique access to the interface, and 
can control it at any layer (from physical to application). This would be only allowed 
on nodes on special locations, so that the traffic generated by the researcher will  
not  interfere with the proper working of  the community  network.  Additionally the 
interface use might be limited to some Wi-Fi channels agreed in advance with the 
researcher and properly monitored to ensure its enforcement.

• Passive interface: When requesting a passive interface the researcher will be able 
to capture all the traffic seen by the interface (maybe filtered by control software).  
However, it will not be able to generate traffic and forward it through this interface. A 
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physical  interface  on  the  CONFINE node  might  be  mapped  to  several  passive 
interface on different slices.

• Isolated interface: It is used for sharing the same physical interface but isolated at 
L3, by means of tagging all the outgoing traffic with a VLAN tag per slice. By means 
of using an isolated interface, the researcher will be able to configure it at L3, but 
several slices may share the same physical interface.

• Traffic interface: It has an already assigned IP address and all traffic generated by 
the slice (and sent through this interface) with a different address will be dropped. 
Traffic interfaces might have assigned either a public or a private address, defining 
a public interface or a private interface. Traffic from a public interface will be 
bridged to the community network, whereas traffic from a private interface will be 
forwarded to the community network by means of NAT. Every container will have at 
least a private interface.

11.1.6. ROLES

• Community user: A person that belongs to a community network and generates 
traffic coming from a Community Node.

• Researcher: A user registered on the testbed framework with rights to create and 
run an experiment. Its goal is to make use of the testbed to analyse the effects of its 
experiment on a real environment.

• Administrator: A person responsible of managing the users and nodes from a site 
on the testbed.

11.2. Elements and definitions of the framework

• Experiment: A series of actions (programs with accompanying data) to be run on 
behalf  of  a  researcher  on  a  testbed.  Experiments  can  generate  traffic  (active 
experiments) or not (passive experiments).

• Slice:  A set  of  resources spread over  several  nodes in a  testbed which allows 
researchers to run experiments over it.

• Sliver: The partition of a node's resources assigned to a specific slice.

• Resource: Anything that can be named and/or reserved, i.e. a node, a virtual link, a 
radio are resources, but CPU, memory are not.

11.3. Testbed characteristics

On this subsection some testbed characteristics are defined, establishing what is to be 
expected when using them (e.g. when saying that two slices are isolated, what can be 
expected?). 

• Federation: Federation is the explicit cooperation between two or more testbeds 
where part of its government is leased to either a central government or distributed 
among the other  testbeds belonging to  the federation in order to  achieve some 
goals. Tipically those goals will define the type of federation and the rules of the 
agreement.  Usual  objecives  for  federation  are  achieving  scale,  more  realism, 
increase the number of services offered by the testbed, increase the geographic 
extent of the testbed, etc.

• Isolation:  The difficulty of an experiment running inside of a sliver to access or 
affect outside data or computations on the same node beyond what it could do to an 
external node.
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• Privacy: The quality of community network traffic by which an experiment should 

not be able to access it whether it is being forwarded by the node or addressed to it  
(unless it is specifically addressed to the experiment).
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12. Appendix B - Addressing in CONFINE

This appendix explains the different address schemes used by a CONFINE testbed. For 
the mapping of addresses to the different devices in a node, see section 5.3.

12.1. Common concepts

CONFINE private IPv6 prefix 
A 48-bit prefix used to generate  unique internal node-wide,  fixed recovery node-
wide and  unique recovery local link-wide IPv6 addresses for slivers, node devices 
and hosts in the node private network. This  ULA28 prefix is common to all nodes in 
all CONFINE testbeds.
Value: fdbd:e804:6aa9::/48

CONFINE debug IPv6 prefix 
A 48-bit prefix used to generate  unique debug local link-wide IPv6 addresses for 
servers, node devices, slivers and hosts in the local debug network. This ULA prefix 
is common to all nodes in all CONFINE testbeds.
Value: fd5f:eee5:e6ad::/48

Testbed management IPv6 prefix 
A 48-bit prefix used to generate unique management testbed-wide IPv6 addresses 
for servers, node devices, slivers and hosts in the  testbed management network. 
This can be a public IPv6 network like X:Y:Z::/48 or a private one using ULA like 
fdxx:Y:Z::/48. ULA and 6to4 [6to4] are particularly easy ways to obtain a  /48 
prefix  (private and public,  respectively).  A public  prefix  can be used to  make the 
management network reachable from the IPv6 Internet.
Example: 2001:db8:cafe::/48

Node private IPv4 prefix 
A 24-bit  prefix used to generate  reusable  internal and  fixed recovery node-wide 
IPv4 addresses in the  node private network. This must be a private IPv4 network 
like X.Y.Z.0/24.
Example: 192.168.157.0/24

Node sliver MAC prefix 
A 16-bit prefix used to generate reusable node-wide MAC addresses for slivers in the 
node. It  must be a locally administered unicast prefix,  so it  must accomplish that 
prefix & 0x300 == 0x200.
Example: 0x06ab

Node ID 
A 16-bit  positive  number  starting  from 1  which  uniquely  identifies  a  node  in  the 
testbed. It can not be reused for other nodes.
Example: 1234

Slice ID 
A 48-bit  positive  number  starting  from 1  which  uniquely  identifies  a  slice  in  the 
testbed. It can not be reused for other slices.
Example: 1234567890

Interface number 
An 8-bit  positive number associated with a given interface of  a given sliver.  The 
number of the private interface is always 0.

Sliver number 

28 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unique_local_address
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An 8-bit positive number starting from 1 associated with a given sliver running on a 
given node at a given time. Once the sliver stops and is removed from the node, its 
sliver number may be reused by the same node for a future sliver.

12.2. MAC address scheme

This  is  the  format  of  MAC addresses  assigned  to  sliver  interfaces  during  the  sliver's  
lifetime:

<mac-prefix-msb>:<mac-prefix-lsb>:<node-id-msb>:<node-id-lsb>:<sliver-
n>:<interface-n>

For instance, the MAC address

06:ab:04:d2:05:00

corresponds to interface #0 (i.e. the private interface) of sliver  #5 running on node 1234 
(0x04d2),  which  uses  the  0x06ab MAC prefix.  To  find  out  the  associated  slice,  the 
database must be queried (or the node if the sliver is still running).

12.3. IPv4 address scheme

A node private IPv4 network X.Y.Z.0/24 is further divided into two subnetworks: the 
internal network and the recovery network.

Addresses in the node internal IPv4 network X.Y.Z.0/25 are assigned like this:

• X.Y.Z.S is the address of sliver  #S during its lifetime (called the sliver's  private 
IPv4 address). 

• X.Y.Z.126 is always the address of the research device (called the RD's internal  
IPv4 address). 

For instance, the address  192.168.157.7 corresponds to the private IPv4 address of 
sliver #7 in a node which uses the 192.168.157.0/24 private IPv4 prefix. To find out the 
associated slice given a node (since this is an internal address), the database must be 
queried (or the node if the sliver is still running).

• Example command for a sliver getting its private IPv4 address:

ip  -4  a  s  dev  eth0  |  sed  -rne  's#^  +inet  ([.0-9]+)/[0-9]+  .*scope 
global.*#\1#p'

• Example command for a sliver getting the RD's internal IPv4 address:

ip -4 a s dev eth0 | sed -rne 's#^ +inet ([.0-9]+)\.[0-9]+/[0-9]+ .*scope 
global.*#\1.126#p'

Addresses in the node fixed recovery IPv4 network X.Y.Z.128/25 are assigned like 
this:

• X.Y.Z.129 is always the address of the community device. 
• X.Y.Z.130 is always the address of the research device (called the RD's  fixed 

recovery IPv4 address). 
• X.Y.Z.131 is always the address of the recovery device. 
• X.Y.Z.H with  132 ≤ H < 255 is free for hosts to connect to other node devices 

using their addresses in the recovery network. 
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On local links having several CONFINE nodes, these recovery addresses can only work if  
each node has a different private IPv4 network. Otherwise, use  local  unique recovery  
IPv6 addresses (see below).

For  instance,  the address  192.168.157.130 corresponds to  the RD's IPv4 recovery 
address a node which uses the 192.168.157.0/24 private IPv4 prefix.

12.4. IPv6 address scheme

Please note how in all IPv6 addresses with a constructed interface identifier (i.e. not based 
in Modified EUI-64),  the second nibble of  the identifier  is always 0 to  ensure that  the 
corresponding EUI-64 address is identified as locally administered and unicast.

12.4.1. TESTBED MANAGEMENT IPV6 NETWORK

The network X:Y:Z::/48 is further divided into several /64 subnetworks.

Addresses in the network X:Y:Z:0::/64 belong to individual hosts and are assigned 
like this:

• X:Y:Z:0:0000::1/128 is the address of the testbed gateway. 
• X:Y:Z:0:0000::2/128 is the address of the testbed server. 
• X:Y:Z:0:0001:gggg:gggg:gggg/128 with  0xgggggggggggg  =  G  ≥  1 is  the 

address of the CN gateway G. 
• X:Y:Z:0:2000:hhhh:hhhh:hhhh/128 with  0xhhhhhhhhhhhh  =  H  ≥  1 is  the 

address of the odd host H. 

For  instance,  the  address  2001:db8:cafe:0:200::abcd corresponds  to  the 
management IPv6 address of the odd host 43981 (0xabcd) in a testbed which uses the 
2001:db8:cafe::/48 management IPv6 prefix.

Addresses  in  each public  node  local  IPv6  network X:Y:Z:N::/64 implemented in 
node ID N are assigned like this:

• X:Y:Z:N:0000::1/64 is always the address of the community device. 
• X:Y:Z:N:0000::2/64 is always the address of the research device (called the 

RD's local address). 
• X:Y:Z:N:0000::3/64 is always the address of the recovery device. 
• X:Y:Z:N:10ii:ssss:ssss:ssss/64 with 0xssssssssssss = S ≥ 1 and 0xii = I 

is the address of interface #I in sliver ID S. 
• X:Y:Z:N:2000:hhhh:hhhh:hhhh/64 with  0xhhhhhhhhhhhh  =  H  ≥  1 is  the 

address of the node host H. 

For instance, the address 2001:db8:cafe:4d2:1001::4996:02d2 corresponds to the 
management  IPv6  address  of  interface  #1 of  the  sliver  associated  with  slice  ID 
1234567890 (0x0000499602d2)  running on node  1234 (0x04d2)  in a  testbed which 
uses the 2001:db8:cafe::/48 management IPv6 prefix.

12.4.2. CONFINE DEBUG IPV6 NETWORK

The  network  fd5f:eee5:e6ad::/48 exactly  mirrors  the  address  scheme  of  the 
CONFINE  management  IPv6  network  over  a  local  link  connecting  several  CONFINE 
servers,  nodes  and  hosts.  For  instance,  the  address 
fd5f:eee5:e6ad:4d2:1001::4996:02d2 corresponds to the debug IPv6 address of 
interface  #1 of  the  sliver  associated  with  slice  ID  1234567890 (0x0000499602d2) 
running on node 1234 (0x04d2) in the testbed.
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12.4.3. CONFINE PRIVATE IPV6 NETWORK

The network fdbd:e804:6aa9::/48 is further divided into several /64 subnetworks.

Addresses in the node internal IPv6 network fdbd:e804:6aa9:0::/64 implemented 
in each node are assigned like this:

• fdbd:e804:6aa9:0:0000::1/64 is always the address of the research device 
(called the RD's internal address). 

• fdbd:e804:6aa9:0:1000:ssss:ssss:ssss/64 with  0xssssssssssss  =  S is 
the address of sliver ID S. 

For instance, the address fdbd:e804:6aa9:0:1000::4996:02d2 corresponds to the 
private IPv6 address of a sliver associated with slice ID 1234567890 (0x0000499602d2).

• Example command for a sliver getting its private IPv6 address:

ip -6 a s dev eth0 | sed -rne 's#^ +inet6 ([:0-9a-f]*)/[0-9]+ .*scope 
global.*#\1#p'

Addresses  in  the  node  fixed  recovery  IPv6  network fdbd:e804:6aa9:1::/64 
implemented in each node are assigned like this:

• fdbd:e804:6aa9:1:0000::1/64 is  always  the  address  of  the  community 
device. 

• fdbd:e804:6aa9:1:0000::2/64 is always the address of the research device 
(called the RD's fixed recovery address). 

• fdbd:e804:6aa9:1:0000::3/64 is always the address of the recovery device. 
• fdbd:e804:6aa9:1:2000:hhhh:hhhh:hhhh/64 is free for hosts to connect to 

other node devices using their addresses in the recovery network. 

These can only be used in local links having a single CONFINE node. Otherwise, use 
local unique recovery IPv6 addresses (see below).

Addresses in the local unique recovery IPv6 network fdbd:e804:6aa9:2::/64 are 
used over a local link connecting several CONFINE servers, node devices and hosts. They 
have the format fdbd:e804:6aa9:2:W:X:Y:Z/64 where the host part of the address is 
the EUI-64 version of the MAC address of the interface connected to that link.
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13. Appendix C - Additional hardware tests

Thermal problems with the Commell LE-575X board were noticed by Funkfeuer Vienna. It 
was discovered that the board overheats under heavy CPU load while mounted outside in 
hot weather conditions.

These conditions could be reproduced at the FKIE with the following setup:

• The board was installed into a weather-proof steel case.

• The  case  contained  one  weather-proof  Ethernet  connector  through  which  the 
Commell board was both controlled and powered. A Ubiquity Networks 24 V PoE 
adapter injected the power into one single »network cable«. Power and Ethernet 
lines were separated again on the inside of the casing.

• To test the behavior of the board, a stripped-down version of Debian 5 »Lenny« was 
used  instead  of  the  standard  CONFINE  Research  Device  distribution  which  is 
based on OpenWRT to be able to read data from the temperature sensors included 
in the board.

• A high  system load  on the  RD was  reached  by  executing  two threads of  »cat 
/dev/zero  >  /dev/null«  in  parallel  to  one  thread  of  »hdparm -T  /dev/sda«.  This 
replicated the  test  conditions  of  the  Funkfeuer  Vienna  script,  with  the  following 
exceptions:

• Two  threads  of  »cat«  were  started  instead  of  one  to  reach  an  almost 
100% idle CPU. As the used CPU supports »hyperthreading«, it behaves like 
two normal CPUs, thus one thread of »cat« will stress the CPU only to about 
50%.

• »hdparm« was started in a loop instead of (roughly) once every second. The 
rationale is that the system is not able to process one instance of »hdparm« 
per  second.  Accumulating  »hdparm«  processes  may  lead  to  unexpected 
side-effects  –  such  as  memory  exhaustion  –  which  may  lead  to  an 
unresponsive device regardless of its capability to cope with the produced 
heat.

• The temperature as reported from the CPU sensors was taken once every second. 
A mainboard  temperature  sensor  was  also  queried,  but  as  it  reported  only  a 
constant  temperature of 40 °C over  the whole course of the tests,  this reported 
temperature was not used any further.

Results

The RD was placed at a wind-protected location in direct sunlight. Outdoor temperatures 
on the days of the measurements reached maximums of 20-25 °C
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Figure   18  : CPU temperature profiles of the Commell boards being exposed to full sunlight  

The tested nodes failed on reaching measured CPU temperatures  of  about  73 °C to 
75 °C. 

The times until  the device failed were even shorter than those reported by Funkfeuer.  
While Funkfeuer experienced failures after about two hours, the FKIE nodes failed a few 
minutes after being placed into the test conditions.

Indoors,  the heat  generated by the device seemed unproblematic.  In variable weather 
conditions where clouds occasionally shaded the sun, the nodes were able to recover 
relatively fast.

Countermeasures against the heat

The data detailed above lead to the conclusion that  the heat generated by direct exposure 
to sunlight as well as the heat accumulation within the casing in hot environments are two 
important reasons for the node failures

Thus as a solution to the heat problem, a heat shield in front and on top of the device 
which shades the device and improves the temperature gradient between board, closure 
and the direct environment, were taken into account. Two possibilities were tested:

• A simple cardboard heat shield directly in front of the device. The idea was that  
solar radiation would be converted into heat in front of the device and not on/in the  
device itself.

• A bigger cardboard shield which shades the whole device at a distance of about 
10 cm.

The following two options were not tested due to practical reasons:

• Another  possibility  is  to  put  the  device  into  a  »survival  mode«  once  a  critical 
temperature is reached. If the device goes into survival mode, it will shut down all  
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slivers and experiments and radio communication and will only be available on the 
management network which is connected via Ethernet to the CN.

• A third approach would be to connect CPU and board to the closure using heat 
conducting material. This way generated heat could be transferred more directly to 
the closure and be transferred from there to the environment. As this would not only 
enable heat generated by the device to dissipate faster but also transfer heat from 
the sunlight more directly towards the board, the device should be shaded from the 
sun anyway. 

The results are shown in Figure 19. The simple cardboard shield had little to no effect on 
the node. The bigger cardboard sunshade enabled the node to resist direct sun radiation 
slightly longer (up to twice as long compared to similar runs without any sunshade). Still  
the node  finally failed due to overheating. 

Figure   19  : Temperature profiles of the Commell boards in outdoor tests with   
countermeasures against the sunlight

Conclusion

The Commell boards are indeed sensitive to hot environments and direct sunlight.

Possible solutions are:
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• Placing them in a (mostly) shady location or using them for indoor deployments 

only.

• Installing a sensible sunshade to protect the device from direct radiation.

• Improving passive cooling by connecting the CPU over heat conducting material to 
the outer box.

Depending on the designated installation area (e. g.  on top of a building,  on a mast), 
shading the  Research Device  may  or  may  not  be  feasible.  Putting  the  device  into  a 
»survival mode« – which actually means functionally disabling it – is not satisfying either, 
especially if this happens regularly.

This leads to the conclusion that a Commell board in a configuration like the one tested 
should not be deployed at locations where hot environmental conditions are expected. For 
other locations – such as indoor deployments – this configuration may be considered, 
given that the  environment of the Research Device does not get significantly hotter than 
room temperature and that direct sunlight is  avoided.
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14. Appendix D - Testbed management frameworks

Experiment control frameworks are aimed to simplify the tasks associated with running 
experiments  in  distributed  platforms,  alleviating  the  burdens  associated  with  resource 
management,  software  deployment  and  configuration,   execution  and  coordination  of 
tasks, monitoring, and data collection, among others. 

14.1. Requirements

14.1.1. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

See section 3 for a list of considered requirements.

14.1.1. NON FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

14.1.1.1. HETEROGENEITY 

In  traditional  testbeds,  the  platform  was  mainly  form  by  similar  devices,  but  in  the 
scenarios  considered  in  CONFINE,  a  great  diversity  of  network-capable  devices   is 
expected and there is an a need for extensible management frameworks that support 
execution and experimentation in a variety of environments. 

14.1.1.2. SCALABILITY 

CONFINE aims  to  deploy  a  large-scale  testbed  with  thousands  of  nodes.  Therefore, 
scalability  is  a  key  requirement  for  the  management  platform.  This  scalability  must 
consider different aspects:

• Monitoring the state of nodes, obtaining up to date information 

• Deploying potentially large software components

• Managing  node  configuration  (e.g.  assigning  addresses)  automatically  and 
preventing conflicts

• Collecting large data traces during (real-time) and after the experiment 

14.1.1.3. COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

The long term viability of the experiment management depends to a great extend of the 
existence of an active community that supports its future development,  offers new use 
cases, and brigs the experience in the adoption of new environments. 

14.1.1.4. EASE OF DEPLOYMENT 

The  experiment  controller  framework  requires  the  installation  of  components  on  each 
node,  which may bring  issues of  dependencies  on libraries  or  specific  platforms (e.g. 
planetlab) when deploying them in resource constrained network nodes. 

14.1.1.5. EASE OF EXTEND/MODIFY

The CONFINE project aims to improve the state of the art on experiment management by 
developing  new  functionalities  that  address  the  particular  requirements  of  community 
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networks.  In  that  regards,  aspects  like  the  complexity  of  the  code,  the  availability  of 
development tools and also the prevision in the management framework's architecture of 
extension points are critical for the long term cost of implementing it. 

14.1.1.6. INTEROPERABILITY 

To facilitate the interoperability with other testbeds and tools, the management software 
must offer open APIs to access its core functionalities, as well as use commonly available 
protocols (e.g. HTTP) and data formats (e.g. XML)

14.2. Frameworks

14.2.1. OMF

OMF  (cOntrol  and  Management  Framework)  [ROSJ09]  is  an  framework  originally 
developed  in  the  ORBIT  project  [OSS+05]  for  managing  heterogeneous  testbed 
components  under  an  unified  schema.  It  consists  of  an  a  set  of  pluggable  Resource 
Managers  that  manage  the  various  –  heterogeneous  –  testbed  resources  and  an 
Aggregate Manager that provides inventory information for the available resources and all  
information related to a testbed, distributes/saves disk images to/from a resource's storage 
device (using Frisbee),  directs booting behaviour of a resource (e.g. boot from a network 
image or a local disk) and provides remote access and query tools to any measurement 
databases 

For  each  experiment  there  is  an  Experiment  Controller  that  interprets  the  experiment 
description  and  deploy,  control,  and  instrument  an  experiment  on  behalf  of  the  user 
sending instructions to the Resource Controllers. 

The  Resource  Controller  that  resides  on  each  of  the  resources   is  responsible  for 
performing the experiment tasks directly on a resource. Listening for commands issued by 
an Experiment Controller, executing them, and reporting back any resulting information. In 
addition it  is  also responsible  for resource management tasks  such as receiving and 
writing a disk image.

Figure   20  : OMF architecture  [ROJS09]  
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OMF uses XMPP as the communication protocol between the Aggregate Manager and the 
Resource Controller. This protocol allows for flexible communication structure like publish-
subscribe, hierarchical distribution trees, etc.  

At a higher level  than OMF, the NITOS  testbed  – part  of  OneLab2 federated tested 
[OL209] – developed the Scheduler [dSBA+11], a web based application that facilitates the 
reservation of resources avoiding any potential conflicts occurring due to simultaneous use 
of  the testbed.  Furthermore,  the NITOS scheduler  informs the experimenter  about  the 
quality of the testbed resources (interference, link quality, etc.) based on statistical results.  
The Scheduler can be integrated with OMF compliant resource managers. 

14.2.2. PLUSH/GLUSH

PLUSH  [ABD+07] (more recently developed in the context of Geni testbed  [ElFa09] as 
Glush [AlHu10]) is a tool for the management of large scale distributed applications. It  
offers basic services to define the flow of control  needed by deploying,  executing and 
controlling distributed computations using application building blocks. 

Through an extensible  resource management  interface,  Plush supports  execution  in  a 
variety of environments. Contrary to other tools offered by testbeds, one of the main goal 
of  Plush is to support  long running services and improve  its  availability by means of 
automatic failure recovery. 

The two main components in the Plush architecture are the controller and the clients. The 
Push controller process is responsible for managing the Plush client processes running on 
the distributed resources. The controller process is often run on the desktop computer of 
the Push user (i.e., the software developer).  

Figure  21 shows an overview of the Plush controller architecture.  The user interface is 
shown above the rest  of  the architecture and contains methods for interacting with all  
boxes in the lower sub-systems of Plush. The architecture consists of three main layers 
the application specification, core functional units, and user interface. 

The user interface contains methods for interacting with the other sub-systems of Plush. 
The  application  specification  offers  abstractions  to  define  the  application:  processes, 
barriers (for synchronization), workflows, and components (resources). The core functional 
units  include  resource  discovery  and  acquisition  ,  monitoring,  resource  management 
(handling resource leasing), and the implementation of barriers and processes on each 
node.

Figure   21  : Plush Architecture [ABD+07]  
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By default, all Plush clients connect directly to the controller forming a star topology. This 
architecture  scales  to  approximately  300  remote  hosts  [ABD+07].   For  larger  scales, 
Plush also supports tree topologies.  The controller is the root of the tree and children of  
the root are chosen to be well-connected and historically reliable hosts. 

14.2.3. NEPI

NEPI (Network Experimentation Programming Interface)  [LFHT09] [NEPI1]  is a life-cycle 
management tool for network experiments  providing a single tool to design, deploy, and 
control network experiments over network simulators, emulators, physical testbeds, or a 
mixture of them.

Some features of NEPI are:

– Support for deploying overlay topologies across many testbeds and communicating 
them through special tunneling components.

– High-level interface to describe experiments independent from any experimentation 
platform.

– Graphical user interface.

The architecture is shown in figure 22. Experiment execution is orchestrated by a global 
experiment  controller,  that  is  platform  independent,  and  different  platform-dependent 
testbed controllers, creating a control hierarchy. Currently NEPI provides support for three 
different experimentation platforms: The  ns-3 network simulator, the netns emulator, and 
the  PlanetLab distributed testbed. 

An  Experiment  Controller  instance  is  responsible  for  processing  the  experiment 
description, instantiating a specific Testbed Controller for each testbed instance present in 
the  experiment  description,  and  issuing  the  right  commands  to  each  of  the  Testbed 
Controllers  (by  means  of  XML-RPC)  so  they  can  create  the  necessary  experiment 
components. (Nodes, Interfaces, Tunnels, etc).

The  experiment  deployment  consists  of  well  defined  steps,  that  resolve  concrete 
operations. Globally, these steps are:

   1. Testbed set-up and configuration

   2. Component instantiation

   3. Component configuration

   4. Connection of components inside a testbed

   5. Connection of components from different testbeds

   6. Launch of applications 
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14.3. Comparison

14.3.1. SUMMARY

OMF Plush NEPI

Technology and architecture 

Language Ruby C++ Java (Nebula 
user  interface)  , 
Perl 

Python

Control/monitoring 
topology

XMPP pub/sub (2) start/tree Hierarchical (9)

Non-Functional requirements

Scalability N/A Tested 300+ N/A

Support heterogeneity

Extensibility mechanisms Pluggable  RM 
commands  , 
Pluggable  Aggregate 
Manager services

Core  functional 
blocks  (host 
monitor,  resource 
allocator, software 
installer,  file 
transfer, 
configuration 
matcher) (3)

TestBed 
Controllers

Interoperability

Protocols XMP-RPC and  XMPP XML-RPC
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Federation of resources SFA SFA

API (scope) Add/remove 
resources. 

Supported  testbed 
platforms 

PlanetLab PlanetLab, 
ModelNet,  Xen 
VMs 

Plnet-Lab,   ns-3 
simulator,  netns 
emulator

Community

Supported testbeds ORBIT Planet-Lab

Community activity Frequent source code 
commits (7)

Release frequency

Development

Documentation Limited (6)

Forum/list support 

Code complexity Low High (4)

Code quality Fair (5)

Dependencies Ruby  language, 
XMPP  server  and 
libraries

Standard  linux 
libraries (8) 

Usage

User documentation

Command line interface 

Graphical User interface Define experiments

Schedule slice (1)

Specify resources Define experiment

Define topology

 

Experiment definition 
language

Scripts (ruby) XML Script (python)

  

Notes: 

1. Using Nitos scheduler

2. XMPP can be implemented in different topologies including pub/sub tree and P2P.

3. Several  current  implementions  exists  for  these  components.  However,  from 
documentation is not clear how easy is to implement new components.  

4. Documentation mentions 60K LC in C++ and 25KLC in Java 
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5. Code is simple and well structured and fairly documented, but makes references to 

names of entities which do not reflect the current architecture. 

6. Messages and API are not well documented.  

7. See http://mytestbed.net/projects/omf/activity

8. xmlrpc-c,  curl,  xml2,  zlib,  math,  openssl,  readline,  curses,  boost,  and  pthreads. 
[ABD+07]

9. From  documentation,  seems  to  have  only  a  two  layers  hierarchy:  experiment 
controller and testbed controllers. 
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